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Pledge dies after alleged hazing
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
iAP) — A fraternity pledge who
died allegedly after a beating during initiation rites had described
repeated attacks by members of
the group, his girlfriend said.
Five fraternity members were
charged Wednesday with involuntary manslaughter and hazing
in the death of Michael Davis, a
25-year-old journalism student at
Southeast Missouri State
University.
Davis died Tuesday of blunt

4
noto
Serving as panelists for a discussion of violence Wednesday at Murray State University were Dr. Bill Allbritten, Ra Stockard, Dr. John Dillon and Dr Frank Julian. Not pictured are Dr. Joe Chaney, Tremain
Lewis, Catherine Cushinberry and Catherine Schwier.
AMY WIL SON LcC

&

"%Viten I asked hint why he
wanted to pledge this fraternity.
he said, 'Ma, when you're
pledged, you have to take it."
said his mother, Edith Dat is of
University City.
Mikel Gil,.
Carlos Turner,
22. Isaac Sims III. 22,- Cedr
Murphy, 22, and Vincent Ku
20, were charged Wedriesil..
with involuntary manslaught.ti
and hazing. Turner also faces evi▪ See Page 2

Clinton solicits retirees' support
By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Write'
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton is urging wavering
senior citizens to support his
health-care plan and warning that
insurance industry ads criticizing
it "don't reflect real people but
they can scare real people."
Clinton, in a morning radio
chat with New York's Don Innis,
took a lighthearted question about
his critics and delivered a serious
answer.
Imo suggested on WFAN-AM.
that the president and first lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton take on

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
When five teen-age boys in Paducah told police that a film about
Los Angeles gang violence allegedly inspired them to kill another
teen, controversy immediately surrounded the movie.
As a result, when Menace II Society came up on Murray State
University's film schedule Wednesday night, the Student Government Association decided to sponsor a panel discussion following
the film.
Dr. John Dillon, associate professor of journalism and radiotelevision and a member of the panel, said he thinks the film is a
quality production and sends a pro-social message.
•See Page 2

Harry and Louise, the stars of the
insurance industry ads, in a round
of American Gladiators.
"You know I wouldn't mind
that actually," Clinton
responded, joking at first but then
turning serious. "The first I
heard about them, I thought they.
were Thelma and Louise. But I
tried to take them on a little bit in
New Jersey yesterday."

BILL CLINTON

Clinton said the two actors
"don't reflect real people but
they can scare real people
because when we hear something
about health care, WC always
want to calculate it ... in terms of

how is this going to allect me
and my family and our polio
'But real people out thew at,'
in trouble," he said.
Clinton pitched his plan
New Jersey on Wednesday, urg
ing senior citizens not to allow
the scuttling of efforts to cut the
cost of medicine and long-term
care.
"The time has come to he
accounted," Clinton said told
2,0(X) senior citizens meeting in
Edison, N.J.
The president, his wife and his
• See Page 2

Health care bill keeps threat

Suspect
found in
stolen car

• See Page 2

urge to swing back and he said,
'We can't.' He said he'd been
kicked in the head," said Felicia
Taylor of St. Louis.
Later that night. Davis went
through one last hazing line. On
Tuesday, a friend found him in
respiratory arrest in his apartment
and he was pronounced dead later
at a hospital, police Sgt. Carl
Kinnison said.
The hazing had gone on for
days before DaVIS collapsed, his
family said.

T — es

Panel discusses movie

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Police arrested the man
accused of the assault and robbery of a local woman Sunday
night after he was found in Paris.
Tenn. driving a stolen car.
Gary Lynn Sims, 30, of Murray was arrested on a Calloway
County warrant Tuesday in Paris,
Tenn. after authorities pulled
Sims over in the stolen car on a
routine traffic stop.
He was charged with theft of
property and burglary by the Paris Police Department.
Murray Police Do. Sgt. Ronald
Wisehan said the car had been
reported stolen to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department, but
had not been entered into the
computer, which law enforcement
agencies use to check for stolen
property.
However, Paris police doublechecked the vehicle when they
say several suspicious items in
the car. Further investigation
indicated the merchandise in the
car was also stolen.
Sims faces charges of fourth-

trauma to the head, a coroner
said.
Emergency workers were originally told Davis suffered injuries
in a sandlot football game. Police
said he really was among a group
of Kappa Alpha Psi pledges who
were repeatedly punched on a
football field Monday night.
Davis described the attacks in
detail on Monday, his girlfriend
said.
"They punched and kicked
him. I asked if he ever got the

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A sweeping health care bill
emerged from an opening round
of amendments with a controversial feature intact: a super
regulatory board and the implicit threat of rate setting.
It was among the philosophical battlegrounds of the House
Health and Welfare Committee,
which began making changes in
the bill Wednesday. The battle
over rate setting was quickly
joined.
The proposed Health Care
Policy Board the bill would create "could take over the health
care industry in Kentucky,"

g
LEGISLATURE
Rep. Bob lieleringer said.
The board would be required
to develop a rate setting
"methodology" — a contingency in case doctors, hospitals

and other providers fail iti
untarily rein in prices. suppor
ters said.
"What I think we need in
HI is the throat of rate setting," said committee Chairman
Tom Burch, D-Louisville.
But Heleringer. R -Louisville.
claimed the hoard's .creation
would • lead inexorably to rate
setting, and he attempted an
amendment to cut it out of the
bill.
"This is the vote on whether
or not you want price contrids
All the other votes• are on In,
you're going to do 'a 'I his
the only up-or-down vote on th,
philosophy," Helermger said
U See Page 2

Seat belt bill passes 32-4
MARK YOUNG Ledger I Times prvo

Employees of Wagner Convention and Decorating in Paducah were
busy setting up booths Wednesday afternoon for the Home. Lawn and
Garden Show, which Is set for Friday, Saturday and Sunday at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center.

By BRUCE GRAY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
It's back to the House for the
seat-belt bill after the Senate
voted overwhelmingly to pass
an amended version.
Senators voted 32-4 Wednesday to pass the mandatory seat
belt bill.
The bill's original- House

sponsors have said they have no
probems with the Senate
amendments and Gov. Brcreton
Jones has said he now favors
eat-belt legislation.
There was little debate on the
bill as most agreed it was time
to implement what one senator
called a "common sense" bill.
"I do regret that we have to
pas-s- a law to induce people to

do something that they should
be doing on their own," said
Sen. Nick Kafoglis. D-Bowling
Green.
The bill goes back to the
House to accept or reject the
Senate's, changes. If the House
accepts the changes, the bill moves on to the governor.
• See Page 2

Bell takes over as Playhouse director
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
She may be the new kid on the
block, but the Playhouse in the
Park's executive director is not
new to theater.
Louisville native, Lana Bell,
undertook her duties of executive
director Jan. 10. Since then she
has been meeting residents and
making plans.
Bell said she has been impressed with the overwhelming pool of
talent in Calloway County.
"This community is so amaz-

ingly creative," she said. "There
are so many active artists, playwrights, actors, directors and
technical artists operating in and
around Murray."
With the help of volunteers,
Bell is planning to implement
several new projects.
Her first goal is to get more
business and individual financial
support.
"I want to rebuild some of the
excitement," she said, referring to
the huge drive to get funds for
renovation of the Playhouse.

EVENTS

I

"But, we need more community and corporate backing."
Among the projects planned
are artistic series, which will give
more contemporary artists a forum to display their work.
"From a fiscal standpoint, we
want to meet the entertainment
needs of the community, but we
have a responsibility to the
actors, playwrights and artists
who want to do things that arc a
little more challenging," she said.
The Playhouse will continue its
season with traditional main -

SPORTS

1

stage performances. However,
Bell hopes to incorporate the
artistic series in between other
productions.
Progressive children's workshops are also being formulated.
Bell, who said she loves to work
with children, is coordinanting a
series of classes designed to take
participants through various
levels of theatrical learning.
Finally, the main-stage productions will be as talent-packed as
ever. Bell said she hopes the
•See Page 2

MEETINGS

STACEY CROOK Ledge, & T

Lana Bell, center, meets Mayor Bill Cherry and other community members during Tuesday's Business After Hours at the Playhouse In the
Park.
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• The 1994 Home, Lawn and Garden
Show is set foreFeb 18-20 at the West
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to 5 pm The show is sponsored by
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•Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1
Cabinet hope to stem the erosion
of support for their plan by turning up the heat on lobbies representing many of Amenca's 36
million senior citizens. A target
Wednesday was the forum's host:
the American Association of
Retired Persons, a powerful
group generally supportive of
reform efforts but so far reluctant
to endorse the White House plan.
"I would respectfully suggest
that the AARP ought to be for the
only plan that helps you," Clinton said, ticking off parts of his
plan he says would be beneficial
to the elderly. "Otherwise, the
interest groups will convince
Congress that you don't really
care and you will lose these parts
of the plan."
"The time has come to be
accounted, to stand up, to take a

stand and fight with us if you
want to get something done," he
shouted. "This is a fight!"
He was taking his case behind
closed doors today, meeting over
brunch at the White House with
leaders of senior citizen groups.
The back-to-back events are part
of a two-week effort to focus the
health-care debate on older
Americans.
Clinton is promising $26 billion a year in new drug and longterm-care benefits, and more
choice of doctors and hospitals.
Aides say the White House plan
would cap doctors' fees at the
Medicaid reimbursement rate,
cover prescription drugs and
expand access to various forms of
long-term care.
"You get more choice under
our plan than under the system
they're (opponents) taking us
toward," Clinton said.
Mrs. Clinton, who accompanied her husband, helped return
fire on critics — many Republicans, some Democrats and the

rJlique
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The Finest
Solid Wood Bedroom
That You Can Buy.

Erika Wolff was omitted from
the list of students making the
honor roll for the second nine
weeks at Murray Middle School.
Wolff, an eighth grader, made all
As and Bs, according to school
officials who regret his name was
not included in the list.

insurance industry — who
believe the White House plan
will cost too much and be too
bureaucratic. Opponents say their
plans will improve access to all
Americans, including senior citizens, without the drastic overhaul
proposed by Clinton.
The Clintons poked fun at
insurance industry ads that use
actors playing a married couple
known only as "Harry and
Louise" to knock the White
House plan.
"They never put any real people on there," Clinton said, suggesting he fears losing the
television-ad war over competing
health-care plans. "We can't
afford to keep up with health
insurance companies who have
all of your premiums to buy television ads with."
Clinton oversold his plan at
one point, saying it was the only
proposal to provide prescriptions
for the elderly and other benefits.
But a rival proposal by Sen.
Paul Wellstone, D-Minn., also
provides for long-term care and
covers the cost of prescription
drugs for senior citizens.
Clinton later said he misspoke
and that Wellstone's legislation
does cover long-term care and
prescriptions, White House
spokesman Jeff Eller said.

•Health...

•Suspects..

KENTUCKY
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Available in
solid oak,
pine or cherry.

CASH 5:
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All 5 Pieces
Solid Oak

$2,711

Only
Includes triple dresser, framed mirror, 5 drawer chest, cannonball bed
and 4 drawer night stand.
Open Monday-Wednesday 9-5
Thursday -Saturday 99

Heritage
Furniture
Hwy. 121 North, Murray
(Next to Dutch Eesenhaus)
753-5981

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
.Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
I. or

our Con‘enience Now Oilers

Daily Monday - Friday

‘1.1: q am.- S p.m. sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Hwy 641 N.

Plata

UPS

753-2380

Heel
Pain?
A new endoscopic
has
technique
been developed to
correct heel spur syndrome and eliminate
painful recovery. Usually patients can return to work in days! Simple, fast procedure, without general anesthetic.
Call to schedule a consultation,or ask for a
brochure to be mailed to you about this
procedure.
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IL sends a ,lear message that
FROM PAGE 1
abuHis amendment was defeated suggests that a drug-laden
of
on a vote that crossed party sive way is not a good way
far
lines. Republican Rep. Steve life," he said. "I've seen
Nunn of Glasgow said approval worse that lack a message.
what
would have assured providers Whether it is catalyst in
I don't
they could "go back to the usu- happened in Paducah.
al: nothing is going to happen know."
The juveniles are accused of
to you I think providers need to
killing Shane Pearson, 16, and
be put on notice."
wounding Matthew Fiorentini,
The board would have broad
19.
responsibilities.
and
powers
In statements to police, they
health
of
including approval
said they decided to steal as
insurance premium rates.
_ many cars and shoot as many of
It also would collect and
their drivers as they could after
compile health care informawatching the movie Jan. 23.
tion, develop standard health
Dillon was one of seven Murbenefit plans, and pass judgState University faculty memray
ment on applications for medibers and students who particical construction, services and
pated in the panel discussion
expensive equipment purchases.
about violence.
"It may be the most powerful
Although only about 15 stuboard in the state of Kentuckdents were present at the beginy," said Rep. Robert Damron,
ning of the discussion, the crowd
D-Nicholasville, who argued in
grew to more than 60 as night
vain for creation of a special
classes ended.
legislative office to watch over
Following the discussion, the
the board.
film was aired again for students
However, the committee
unable to see it at the earlier
approved an amendment to protime.
hibit rate setting without the
In spite of media accounts
General Assembly's approval.
depicting violence as occurring
Another battle was fought
primarily within the African
over the bill's provision for a
American community, some peostatewide "health purchasing
ple think it is more than just a
alliance," which the policy
racial issue.
board would oversee.
"This is not a skin color probThe alliance would negotiate
lem," said Dr. Joe Chancy, assisand contract with established
tant professor of political science,
health plans for an indetermicriminal justice and legal studies.
nate membership. Because
"This is a poverty problem relatmembership would be voluning to the lack of opportunity.
tary, there are questions about
"I'm glad the media is depicthow large a poll of people
ing what is happening," Chaney
could reasonably be expected.
said. "Let's address it. If we start
Two amendments were
talking about censoring the mediattempted to allow alliance
a, that's hiding reality.
members to patronize the pro"This movie depicts that racviders of their choice, as long
ism is evil and police brutality is
as prices were equal to those of
evil," he said.
providers under contract.
Tremain Lewis, an AfricanNunn said small hospitals and
American student, said he thinks
pharmacies should not be
the media plays an important part
squeezed out by the giants of
in violent activity.
their industries.
"You can't look at the media
Otherwise, the giants are
without getting discouraged,"
"just going to weed out the
Lewis said. "In my opinion, you
competition over a period of
never see anything positive about
years." Nunn said. "Only the
African-Americans in the media.
big boys will be left standing."
Until we start seeing some posiThe amendments were
tive things, the violence will
defeated after opponents like
continue."
DScorsone,
Ernesto
Rep.
Lewis said violence has been a
Lexington, argued that they
part of the black community for a
would "destroy the whole
long time.
notion of private negotiation."
"I think now it has finally hit
the white community and people
are starting to realize something
has to be done," he said.
Dillon said he thinks there is
an increase in violence and the

•Seat belt...

Murray
Ledger & Times

media is not blameless
"People are struggling to
with adverse conditions." he said
The problem migrates and can't
be restricted socially or
geographically."
Catherine Schwier. a graduate
student, said since she is from
New Jersey, media coverage ol
violence is not new
"The reason whs this film was
produced was the show realits."
she said. "The problem is these
people feel there is no was to go.
I don't think the media
them to do anything
When a student in the audience
asked how communities and
small towns can stop violence,
Dr. Bill Allbritten told him the
answer was contained in the
question.
"I don't want to sound Pc+
lyannish, but. people who care
about each other form a community," said Allbritten, director of
the Counseling and Testing
Center.
Ra Stcsckard of Campus Ministries had a difIcnng viewpoint.
"Gangs feel they have a community." Sttx:kard said. "Those
groups can be positive or
negative.
"As a people, African Americans don't own businesses
or the Capitol Building," she
said. "We can't project our tastes,
interests and opinions on the
entire nation. Morc often, black
people are targeted as the ones
welfare and
in
vchisoon.a:re on
p
Lewis agreed that African Americans often have a (MIL:tilt
time in society.
"If all you see are blacks in the
welfare line, you think we are the
only drug dealers and killers."
Lewis said. "When you see me
walking down the street, what is
your perception of me?
"It is hard to be an AfricanAmerican male," he said. "Communities are confused and little
towns like this need to wake up
and smell the coffee."
Chancy said he thinks quick
punishment is the key.
"If there is u certainty that a
person will spend precisely 25
years in prison without passing
go or collecting 5200," he said.
"African-Amcncans are facing a
bigger crisis since slavery."
Schwier said she is concerned
about her generation and I s
involvement with violence.
-We are supposed to be the
generation leading the country,"
she Said. "It is youth killing
youth. I think we need to take

gitluences
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FROM PAGE 1
degree assault and second-degree
robbery in Murray after the robbery and attack of the Murray
woman while she was at Jr. Food
Mart.
Wischart said the victim had
gone into the convenience store
and paid for kerosene. She then
walked to the north side of the
building, located at the intersection of Fourth and Chestnut
streets, and began to pump the
fuel when Sims allegedly came
up behind the woman and
attempted 10 Steal her purse.
He said the victim struggled
with Sims, who allegedly began
to hit her in thc back. Sims then
lied the scene.
Witnesses were able to identify
the man, Wischart said. A warrant for Sims' arrest was obtained
shortly after the incident.
He is being held in the Henry
County Jail on a 520.000 cash
bond. Additional charges in Calloway County are pending.
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If rejected, a joint House and
Senate committee would have
to work out the differences
before sending it to the governor. Once signed, it would not
take effect until 90 days after
the General Assembly adjourns.
The Senate amended the bill
to direct the S25 fine for not
wearing a scat belt to help fund
spinal cord and head injury
research at the University of
Louisville and the University of
Kentucky.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville, said that could raise
up to 52 million for research.
His amendment also would
raise the fine for speeding 10
mph or more over the limit by
515 and use that money for the
research.
Another amendment is
intended to help push down car
insurance rates.
It would be compared with
payments from the year before,
and the Hindman Democrat said
he would expect to see a
decrease in rates if the payments drop.
Another amendment exempts
farm trucks of at least I ton
from the new law.
If enacted, police can only
cite seat-belt offenders if they
pull them over for a different
offense.

NEWS

BRIEFS
Bosnian Serbs make pledge
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) -- Bosnian Serbs besieging Sarajevo have pledged for the first time to remove their heavy
guns or put them under U.N. control by NATO's deadline, U.N.
commanders said Wednesday.
"We do have guarantees from the Bosnian Serb side," Gen. Jean
Cot, chief of U.N. peacekeeping forces in former Yugoslavia, told
journalists at Sarajevo's airport.
NATO threatened last week to send jet fighters to attack any
howitzers, mortars or anti-aircraft guns not withdrawn from the
hills overlooking the battered city by Sunday midnight.
A cease-fire was declared a week ago and U.N. peacekeepers
have been dickering with Bosnian Serb forces over an estimated
500 heavy weapons menacing the city from the snow-covered
slopes.

Greece closes Macedonian consulate
' - ATHENS, Greece (AP) — Angered by Western recognition of
the former Yugoslav republic of Macedonia, Greece closed its consulatc in the Macedonian capital and cut off the country's main
trade route Wednesday.
The Athens government claims Macedonia has designs on
Greece's northern province, also called Macedonia, and says these
claims are reflected in the Macedonia's name, flag and symbols.
which Athens says are historically Greek.
Referring to Macedonia by the name of its capital Skopje.
Socialist Premier Andreas Papandreou said Greece has run out
patience.
"From the disintegration of former Yugoslavia, and the creation
of the Skopje problem, until today. Skopje has not taken a single
step showing moderation or good sense," he told a Cabinet
meeting.

Stop by and see our exhibit at the

We Only Have 11 Lots Left!

1994 Home, Lawn &
Garden Show

SPRING CREEK OAKS ESTATES

February 18, 19 & 20
at the

one of Alurray's most exquisite subdivisions

901-644-9362

West Kentucky Exposition Center

Lots Range From $18,000-$25,000

Dr. David H. Long

THURMAN'S

Contact Paul & Vickie Garland

300 Hospital Circle, Suite 104
Paris, TN 38242

FURNITURE

753-2905

208 E. Main St.
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Scientists try to match Washington's DNA
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I tic DNA tests same about
alter Daughters of the American
Republic Museum Director Diane
Dunkley began sifting through
potential objects for an exhibit
this month that focuses on
Washington's personal life and
Yurroundings.
"Many objects like this come
into collections with only oral
histories, where someone says
this belonged to George
Washington." Dunkley said.
She asked the FBI to verify the
hair samples. Deedrick's hair and
fiber unit, eager for 3 high-profile
test of their new technology.,
agreed to help.

FREDERICKSBURG, Va.
(AP) — Did George Washington
get a trim here?
Nearly 200 years after his
death, scientists are testing
whether the genetic code of the
Father of Our Country has sur%ived in snippets of what R13.s be
his hair
Using new genetic technology.
evidence experts at the Federal
Bureau of Investigation hope to
conclude whether the hair is
authentic. And as technology
advances, they may even discover
clues about the first president's
health.
'You can actually look at
something and say, 'You're right,
this is real,' or 'It's a sham.' "
said Douglas Deednck, a hair and
fiber expert at the FBI's crime
lab in Washington

Deedrick already has looked at
II hair samples submitted by the
DAR and four other museums
under a powerful microscope.
"We've got some that look

say:, where Quintero performed
the surgery.
Operating on a fetus is
extremely rare because of the
risks it poses to the mother and
baby by opening the womb.

WASHINGTON (API — Smiling in his crib, Santerras Graham
is much too young to realize he
helped make history.
When the infant was but a
4-month-old fetus, Dr. Ruben
Quintero pioneered fetal surgery
that saved Santerras' life without
cutting open his mother's womb.
Now doctors hope to make this
"new frontier in fetal medicine"
a widely used method of correcting all kinds of birth defects.

But doctors wondered whether
endoscopic surgery — performing operations through needlesized holes guided by miniature
cameras inside the body — would
he safer.
Such surgery is becoming commonplace in adults but had failed
repeatedly in fetuses, with the
exception of one case in Britain.
After four failed attempts that
resulted in babies' deaths, those

"This poses unlimited possibilities for correcting almost any
anomaly we find in a fetus," said
Dr. David Cotton, chief of
obstetrics at Wayne State Univcr-

•Bell...
FROM PAGE 1
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shredded and the DNA removed
for comparison to samples provided by two direct descendants
of Washington's sister, Betty
Washington Lewis.
In a procedure developed an
the past year and used increasingly at crime scenes, the FBI will
examine mittxhondrial DNA, or
the genetic building blocks that
lie outside the cell nucleus. That
type of DNA is quite hardy, surviving indefinitely in hair, bones.
teeth and fingernails.
Jettrthers pass mitochondrial
DNA information to all their
children, but only daughters pass
on the specific code sequence to

the next generation. II there
not been a daughter in every gel,
eration of the Washington famils
the line would have ended
"The chances of there being
such a person in the direct female
line were pretts slim." said W
Vernon Edenfield, director 01
Kenmore. Mrs. Lewis's home in
Fredericksburg.
In George's case, there were
two seventh-generation female
line descendants to supply the
hair Eleanor Funkhouser. 67, and
her cousin, Eleanor Johnston. 70
"Of course I don't look any.
thing like George Washington. or
at least I hope I don't," Mrs
Funkhouser said.
Mount Vernon, Washington's
home in Alexandria, has more
than 35 bits of hair in its collection. ranging from the general's
youthful red to white

Surgeon operates without cutting open the womb

an

dik

like they came from the same
person but we don't know yet
whether that person IS George
Washington," he said.
Next, the samples will be

Playhouse will be able to present
two musicals, three cabarets, a
'dinner theater and a children's
series.
"I think this will be a good
well-rounded program," she said.
In what spare time Bell has
left, she said she wants to recruit
more senior citizens and AfricanAmericans to get involved with
the theater.
Bell's First fund-raising drive
begins this week. Mailouts are
being sent to individuals and
businesses to support the park.
At this point. Bell thinks the
Playhouse's biggest need is to
finish the renovations. She said
most of the work was completed,
but there are several details that
were left unfinshed.
With a background in administration, Bell plans to speak to
as many civic organizations as
possible to explain the financial
needs of the Playhouse.
She is also hoping to schedule
one-on-one meetings with business owners.
"I'd like to host small gettogethers so I can meet people,"
she said.

Bell got her first chance to
meet the community during Tuesday's Business After Hours,
sponsored by the Business Council for the Arts.
Bell is accustomed to meeting
people and getting others
involved. She spent several years
at the Iroquois Ampitheater,
which seats 2,500. Her duties
included fund raising and
marketing.
One of her accomplishments in
Louisville is the successful effort
Bell undertook to raise more than
5100,000 for new seating in the
ampitheatre.
After leaving the theater to
spend time with her two children,

doctors succeeded in unclogging
a fetus' heart valve, but they
called the procedure luck and
urged others not to copy it.
But Quintero, a Wayne State
obstetrician, developed a different technique, announcing its
success here Wednesday and in a
paper in this week's edition of
the New England Journal of
Medicine.
"It is fair to say you are the
tirst endoscopic fetal surgeon in
the world," Dr. Roberto Romero,
chief of permatology at the government's National Institutes of
Health, told Quintero.
Toya Graham, a 24-year-old

Bell decided to get back into theater when she saw an advertisement in the Courier-Journal for
the Playhouse position.
Her 13-year-old daughter is
enrolled in a private school in St.
Louis and her I6-year-old son is
completing this school year in
Lewisville. Both children plan to
spend the summer in Murray, she
said.
"I really did want to move out
of Louisville." she said. "I felt
like it was time, and I have
always wanted to live in a small
town."•
A graduate of Eastern Kentucky University with a bachelor
of arts in speech and theater. Bell
was awarded the Milestone

South Carolina woman, was diag
nosed with a rare defect when she
was four months pregnant. One
of her twins had no heart or brain
but was being supported by a
normal twin whose heart pumped
blood for both fetuses. That's too
much work for thc tiny heart, so
the normal twin almost always
dies.
The defect occurs once in
every 35.000 pregnancies. Doctors have tried surgery to correct
it, hut it wasn't very successful
and endangered the mother
Many such women opt for
abortion.

Senior Citation in Speech and
Theatre.
Following graduation. Bell
taught speech and theatre and
English at Sacred Heart Academy
in Louisville. She also taught
creative dramatics for the Mello
Parks Department.
Graduate classes in acting,
playwrighting and directing from
Western Kentucky University are
among the theatre-related activities on Bell's resume.

EXERCISE

dcnce tampering charges for
allegedly dumping fraternityrelated papers and the clothes
Davis wore into a trash bin.
Some of the misdemeanor hazing charges involve five other
victims who were physically
assaulted, but didn't require
hospitalization.

All were being held on
5250,000 bond. They face up to
seven years in prison and 55,0(10
fines if convicted.
Ezell Turner, the father of Carlos Turner, said his son told him
Davis collapsed while "running
through a line" of punches late
Monday night or Tuesday morning at a football field.
"My son carried him to his
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GROWING UP IS
TOO IMPORTANT
TO BE LEFT
TO THE KIDS.
Hope for today's families begins when thc‘
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Feb. 20 (Film I) - A Father Looks Back
Feb. 27 (Film 2) • Power in Parenting: The Young Child
Mar. 6(Film 3) - Power in Parenting: The Adolescent
Mar. 13 (Film 4) - The Family Under Fire
Mar. 20 (Film 5) - Overcoming a Painful Childhood
Mar. 27 (Film 61 - The Heritage
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Turn to the Values that keep home strong...
DR. JAMES DOBSON VIDEOS
Starting Sunday, February 20

to

4 p.m. for Six Afternoons

SY.ECIA1 Di

1J• 1 ONILEA:DS:RS:

Feb. 20 - Rvds. Dean Ross & David Roos
Feb. 27 - Dr. Brenda Estes
Mar. 6 - Darrell Smothers
Mar. 13 - Dr. Tom 8E Lois Green
Mar. 20 - Ms. Ruth Daughaday
Mar. 27 - Dr. Clegg & Faye Austin

apartment. They didn't think hi:
was hurt that had. They thought
maybe he was playing around.
and that's why they didn't takc
him to the hospital."
In 19g8, the university suspended the fraternity for one year
because of hazing, which is
banned by the school and state
law.

•
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Auto Insurance...
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Does Your Heart Good

Compare Our Price & Coverage
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The Playhouse is presenting
"Death of a Salesman" this
weekend. Upcoming performances include: "Play It Again,
Sam" and the West Kentucks
Playwrights Festival.
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EVERYONE WELCOME!
• Refreshment Break • Babysitting Provided •

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
North of the Square on Fifth Street

Lumber&Buildi

WBENT / WSJP
Presents the 1994

Home, Lawn
Garden Show

Pries. Good Thru February 22, 1994
VeKr.
While
Supply
Last

New
Styles

at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center
Off Retail
Large Selection

College Farm Rd., Murray, Ky.

February 18, 19 & 20
Friday, 3-9 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday Noon-5 p.m.

Light Fixtures

Malibu, 4 Light Set

Landscape
Lights

•Easy Clean
•Dishwasher Safe
•Solid Vinyl
•No Rust
•Various sizes & colors
•Floor, ceiling, wall

Vinyl Vents

— FEATURING —
Cabinets
Windows Replacement & New Home
Landscapers
•
Paint Supplies
Manufactured Homes
•
Storage Sheds
Water Systems
•
Lumber Companies
Home Builders
Heating-Air Conditioning
•
Lawn & Garden Furniture
Carpeting for Indoors or Outdoors
•
Lawn & Garden Mowers & Tractors
• Satellite Home Entertainment & Stereo Systems
Interior Decorating Products and Services

Step Ladder

EXHIBITORS
Homo, A,

ABC Mamie&
Ace Enterprises
Bank oil Murray
Sorel anck
Orem Allen Otching
Snowè Stranon
Corpet & Vinyl Store
Cellular One

Rolling11,5. Nursery
Ron Hall Deanna & Aor
Sean
Serval] Termii•
Marks Bros Mobile Homo.
Stones Drug & Dome Health
Sound Destro
Thurman Furniture
Trues Lumber

lark loros Florist
l•keland lawn %pray
tomb. Small 1,5ine
Lassiter Plaster
Lawn Masters
McGate Peat Control
Skkeel Equipment
Myers Lumber
Murray Lumber
Murray Supply
Pn hens Suppiy
Preriston Audit;
Purchase Are. Communications
Randy T'nornion Ileabris & Air
Rill Rentals

re
Western ky
D&M Market
kingbolt Farms
Cny's Property.
lisedwood Whoktoale Suprit

?
Craw 7urri
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United Commonwealth Bonk
Van Dyke londscapinp
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0.. Window Factory
Wood Works h copra
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Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
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'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC

FROM OUR READERS
Guns not the root of the problem
Dear Editor:
I am writing in regard to the media attention drawn around guns.
Of course, the media need to keep us informed about what is going
on; however, I think it sometimes gets so blown up that it causes an
unnecessary uproar.
Guns have been around forever. 1 don't think that is the root of
the problem. I think it is the easy access to drugs and alcohol that
our children have these days, and the breakdown of society. Our
children seem to think this is an "anything goes" society. It isn't, or
shouldn't be that way.
We have to try to teach our children morals and it all goes back
to the "doing unto others as you would have them to do unto you."
We have to teach our children to feel — really feel — what it is
like to be in someone else's situation. They have to learn compassion for others and instead of just learning what they can do for
themselves, leam what they may also do for others.
You can't just go out and shoot somebody for the heck of it!
Instead of putting all the blame on guns, let's get to the root of
the problems. If we don't work on the problems that are facing our
hildren today, they aren't going to have a tomorrow.
Rhonda Darnell
Route 1. Box 258 Farmington 42040

`Curiouser and curiouser'
To borrow a line from Andy
Griffith:
"It just gets curiouser and
curiouser."
That's the best way to describe
the recent events in Paducah.
For a little over a month, local
officials have grown increasingly
concerned about the polytechnic
institute proposed for Paducah
Community College.
Gov. Brereton Jones has been a
key player in the unfolding
events, spurning any involvement
by Murray State University on
one hand while telling us in the
next breath that he did not intend
to provide funding for the 530
million project.
Instead, he proposed S5 million
in state funds and 51 million
from the University of Kentucky
(still taxpayer money) for the
Mur-year engineering school.
Now on the eve of a hearing
before the Council on Higher
Education, the message from
Paducah has changed.
We are told that we have all
just misunderstood the message.
A mistake has been made, and
in one published report, MSU is
to blame because none of us truly
understood what they were doing.
Now we are told that PCC
doesn't want a polytechnic insti-

tute but rather they're after an
nginecring education program.
And the real kicker?
Backers of the PCC plan tell us
that they never intended to spend
the entire $30 million on a
polytechnic institute (or, excuse
me, engineering education program). Old habits are hard to
break.
The revised cost of this program is now SIO million. Supporters will raise 54 million locally,
SI million will still come from
UK and the other S5 million from
the state.
That SI() million will cover an
engineering building, a renovated
library and, equipment.
What about the additional 520
million?'
That money is planned for an
administration building, a remodeled science building, scholarships and faculty. endowments.
If we misunderstood, the project was misrepresented. It has

always been referred to as the
530 million polytechnic institute.
Why the new game plan?
Supporters say they want to
calm fears that people may have
that they want to establish a four
year school at PCC. They feel the
term polytechnic institute has
fueled those fears so they are
now going to emphasize the
phrase engineering degree.
(Polytechnic, according to the
American Heritage Dictionary,
means a school specializing in
industrial arts or sciences. Definitions of institute vary, including:
an organization founded to promote some cause or an education
institution.)
MSU is not the only regional
university that has expressed concerns about the PCC project.
Other universities around the
state are worried about the same
thing happening at community
colleges in their backyards.

Even more confusing are the
differing opinions on the need for
more engineers in Western
Kentucky.
Some say there w1 be a need
for 700 engineers by the year
2000. Others say engineering
grads from U of L and UK must
go out of state to find work.
All the conflicting information
is almost as bad as listening to
debates on whether crime Is up or
down or do we or don't we have
a health care crisis.
If you say the project needs
more study to determine the precise needs and how best to meet
them, then the other side says we
know what the needs are. get out
of our way.
They Insist. as does Gov.
Jones, that there Is no place for
MSU in this picture.
Room for compromise?
The room is there but it is
filled with smoke from all the
rhetoric, misinformation and
threats.
Maybe the 'Council on Higher
Education will open the door and
air out that room.
Perhaps then we can all find a
place to sit down and talk.
We'll even call it an engineering education program if that's
what they still want by then_

Spirit of goodwill is alive and well
Dear Editor:
Sunday evening Feb. 6, our family decided to go to the movies
in Murray. When we returned to our truck after the show, the transmission refused to shift. We spent several hours going back and
forth trying to get out of the parking lot.
Several Murray police officers pulled up to see what the trouble
was. They made a few calls and finally took us to the Murray Plaza
Court Motel. The gentleman took a 520 deposit for a room.
The next morning my wile went to the office to ask if there was
a store nearby that she could walk to and buy our three children
something for breakfast. The gentleman had someone drive her to
the store.
A police officer came by and took mc back to my truck. When I
returned, 1 went to the office to pay my bill. The gentleman gave
me a rcfund of 510.
My point is that there are still people in this world who care for
others for no monetary gain. Thank you to all the police officers
and a special thank you to the manager of the Murray Plaza Court
Motel.
Tim, Velinda, Kimberly, Tiffany and Gregory Clevidence
Benton 42025

Let juvenile offenders tour prison
Dear Editor:
So much has been happening lately in our schools and surrounding towns concerning juveniles. What seemed to bc inner-city violence has now hit small church-going communities.
Just lately juveniles have been caught with guns at school, in
both local school systems. The school boards have suspended the
juveniles for the remainder of the school year, with outside tutoring. While I think continuing their academic studies is honorable
and the right thing to do — why not continue their education
funher?
I thing it would benefit all juveniles in question, and our community, if wc would bus these children for a tour of our Eddyville
State Penitentiary. Let them experience what crime can lead to. Let
them gain a firsi-hand knowledge from the prisoncrs who started a
lite of crime as juveniles themselves.
Janet Wallis
Route I, Box 22A Murray

School quality down under KERA
Dear Editor:
1 am writing this letter to express my concern over the current
decay of our school system under KERA. I attended school in the
Calloway County school system in the prc-KERA period of time
and feel that I received an adeqaate education.
1 now have two children in the same school system, and 1 can
honestly say that the quality of education that they are receiving is
not on the level that it should he. My older child attends Calloway
County Middle School and my younger is at North Elementary.
Both of my children are becoming victims of our school system.
The quality of education they are receiving has dropped severely
in the shon time that they have been in school, and if it continues
to fall, 1 feel that they will not he prepared to compete at the collegiate level. I would strongly urge our legislators to take a closer
look at what they are doing with our children's futures. '
Stanley Anderson
Route 1, Box 92-C Murray

Airborne group seeking members
Dear Editor:
The 82nd Airborne Division Association has begun its 1994
membership drive across our United States. In the past four years
wc have doubled in size due to the cooperation of local newspapers
across thc country.
Airborne is the only requirement, as we have troopers from the
1 1th, 130s, 17th. 82nd. 101st, 173rd and even today's Special
Forces.
We hold an annual meeting, picnics, reunions and dinner dances,
For complete details on all functions or membership, write or call:
Airborne 1994,,. USA
5.459 Northcuti Pl.
Dayton, Ohio 45414-3712
Telephone (513) 898-5977
Mr. Shirley R. Gossett (WWII)
National Membership Chairman
82nd Airborne Division Association

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Feb. 10 The Virginian-Pilot and The Ledger-Star, Norfolk, Va., on Tailhook:
The Tailhook partying in Las Vegas in 1991 as not an edifying
spectacle.
The investigations and judicial proceedings that followed haven't
been exactly edifying either. With the dismissal Feb. 8 of the last
three cases against naval officers charged with one offense or another,
the Navy can put this sad chapter behind it.
It ought to. What good can come of it already has. What's left is a
mixed bag of disgust and doubt.
You can come away from this episode convinced with Capt. William Vest that Adm. Frank B. Kelso 11, chief of naval operations,
arranged for subordinates to shoulder the blame for not stopping lewd
and improper conduct he himself could and should have stopped.
You can come away convinced that the Navy both botched the initial investigations and overcorrected in its subsequent legal
proceedings.
You can come away wondering whether distasteful acts weren't
treated as worse than the criminal, never mind the failure to intervene.
You can come away hoping that this occurrence won't adversely
affect the working relationships, civilian and military, of men and
women who know how to behave, which is most of them.
You can come away hoping that enough consciousness was raised
among the rcst of them to prevent a recurrence. ...
You can come away saying, Enough.
Feb. 12, The State, Columbia. S.C., on drug prices:
Evidence mounts that drug companies are raking off big profits in
the United States, even as they protest price controls in various health
reform bills.
A new study shows that drug manufacturers charge an average of
60 percent more for brandname drugs in this country than for identical
drugs in the United Kingdom, which has 3 single-payer health carc
plan.
Drug manufacturers dispute the findings, saying prices on newer

drugs are more in line and that generic drugs are much cheaper. But
the overpricing is there — compared to Britain and other countries.
For instance, the General Accounting Office also found that Americans pay 32 percent more for medicines than do residents of Canada,
another country where the state provides health care.
Admittedly, drugs account for only 7 percent of all U.S. medical
expenditures. But as Congress considers various health care plans —
and how to pay for thcm — 0 cannot ignore this tremendous price
differential. Neither can the drug companies, which may find their
most expensive drugs banned from lists of approved medications in
any health care reform plan.
Feb. 7, San Francisco Chronicle on FarrakhanMuhammad:
By repudiating the "tone" but not the absurd charges in an aide's
speech, Louis Farrakhan remains a bigot who continues to peddle
hatred and divisiveness. He has perpetuated a breach not only between
himself and other black leaders but with people of good will of all
ethnic backgrounds.
After a Jewish organization aired the text of Khalid Abdul Muhammad's speech in a full-page advertisement in The New York Times,
Farrakhan held a press conference in which he said Muhammad would
no longer serve as national assistant in the Nation of Islam. He
described Muhammad's remarks calling the pope "a no-good cracker" and urging South African blacks to kill all whites as "vile in
manner, repugnant, malicious (and) mean-spirited."
But Farrakhan did not retreat from his well-known racist stance. He
said he agreed with various charges by Muhammad, all unspecified
except for the contention that the small Jewish population in the preCivil War South owned 75 percent of the slaves. The figure .was
promptly described as nonsense by the historian Farrakhan cited as his
authority.
The Congressional Black Caucus and the Rev. Jesse Jackson,
among others, displayed decency and good judgment by publicly disassociating themselves from Farrakhan and his message of hate.

Speaking truth to power
At a National Prayer Breakfast in
Washington Fcb. 3, Mother Teresa
of Calcutta delivered the most startling and bold proclamation of truth
to power I have heard in my more
than 30 professional years in
Washington.
Before an audience of 3,000 —
that included the President and his
wife,the Vice President and his wife
and congressional leaders, among
others — the 83-year-old nun, who
is physically frail but spintually and
rhetorically powerful, delivered an
address that cut to the heart of the
social ills afflicting America. She
said that Amcnca, once known for
generosity to the world, has become
selfish. And she said that the greatest proof of that selfishness is
abortion.
Tying abortion to growing violence and murder in the Street-S, she
said, "If we accept that a mother can
kill even her own child, how can we
tell other people not to kill each
other? ... Any country that accepts
abortion is not teaching its people to
love, but to use any violence to gct
what they want."
At. that line, most of those in
attendance erupte,(1 in a standing
ovation, something that rarely occurs at these sedate events. At that
moment, President Clinton quickly
reached for his water glass and Mrs.
Clinton and Vice President and Mrs.

Gore stared without expression at
Mother Teresa. They did not applaud. It was cle,arly an uncomfortable moment on the dais.
She then delivered the knockout
punch:"Many people arc very, very
concerned with children in India,
with the children of Afnca where
quite a few die of hunger, and so on.
Many people arc also concerned
about all the violence in this great
country of the United States. 'These

concerns are very good. But often
these same people are not concerned
with the millions who arc being
killed by the deliberate decision of
their own mothers. And this is what
is the greatest destroyer of peace
today — abortion, which bnngs
people to such blindness."
What? Abortion destroys peace
and causes blindness toward the
sick, the hungry and the naked?
Abortion leads to wars between
nations? Of course it does, if life is

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 5(X) words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040. Murray. KY 42071.

regarded so lightly and its disposal
becomes so trivial,so clinical and so
easy. Why should people or nations
regard human life as noble or
dignified if abortion flounshes?
Why agonize about indiscnminate
death in Bosnia when babies are
being killed far more efficiently and
out of the sight of television
cameras?
Mother Teresa delivered her address without rhctoncal flourishes.
She never raised her voice or
pounded the lectern. Her power was
in her words and thc selfless life she
has led. Even President Clinton, in
his remarks that followed. acknowledged she was beyond cnticisin
because of the life she has lived in
service to others.
At the cnd. she pleaded for
pregnant women whip don't want
their children to give them to her: "I
am willing to accept any child who
would be aborted and to give that
child to a maryied couple who will
love the child and be loved by the
child." She said she has placed over
3,000 children in adoptive homes
from her Calcutta headquarters
alone. She has answered the question, Who will carc for all of these
babies if abortion is again outlawed?" Now the question is
whether a woman contemplating
abortion wishes to be selfish or
selfless, 10 take life 0110 give life.

•
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ARTS
The Untold Stories

Lecture on Alben Barkley's son tonight
'The text included comments ah
1973, that brought tears to Donow's of sleepless nights, used IS litters as
While historians have docuthe women in Barkley's day:
out
the
about
frustration
for
oudct
an
eyes the lust ume he read it. he
mented the life of Alben W.
'...the 'curvaceous kind' which was
tumultuous societal changes Liking
letter began:
Barkley • the popular congressman
popular when Granddaddy was a
place in the rids and '70s, say,
-Annie, a king LITC ago when
from Kentucky who became vice
young man. She Was well upholsDonow, He hadpaniulardilIicuIts
president under Harry S. Truman, Granddaddy. was.a very young man
tered v;ithoitt being - fat. Grandwith anti-war demonstrations, hip
the story of his bnlliant and flam• he fell in love with a beautiful girl
daddy has a hind memory or two
pies, political assassin, aid
boyant son has remained obscure. named Jane Disney Nothing ever
about this kind of loveliness..."
Twiggy-like women
The adventures of David M.
came of it. although we had high
Its evident from these letters
The letters also gave Bark Icy an
Barkley., a dilettante with a genius plans of marriage, parallel careers
that he was very flamboyant," says
IQ v. ho flew planes and chased
as writer and actress...and a host of excuse to reassess his past and pass
Donow. "And one of the most
on his wisdom to a new generation.
women, might have stayed hidden
other playtime endeavors which
David M. Barkley, the flamboyant son of former U.S. Vice Res
'ICrillil. ant ways was with women.'
both common features of the writ
somehow dissipated as we grew
had he not dabbled in w nung and
Barkley, translated his dreams and disappointments into c •
lionovc stumbled upon Barkley's
Hilts of older people, says Donow .
drawing,says Southern Illinois Uni- older and farther away from each
such as this one of Don Quixote to punctuate the messaje,
a hile teaching an advanced
letters
literature
in
aging
studied
has
who
never
have
I
somehow
versity of Carbondale English ProBut
other.
letters he wrote to his granddaughter betore Is death lr,.
evpository writing class at SIUC.
for 10 years.
fessor Herbert S. Donow. These
quite forgotten her."
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and
27,
now
Holloway,
Annie
about
self-conscious
quite
"He's
behind
leave
to
joined
him
Barkley
enabled
talents
After this episode,
rig in Paducah, took Warr.%
posterity in these'books," he say:s
an unusual record of his life—four
the Air forps in 1931 and later
'He makes relerences that indicate sow.: while working on a beetle
his
to
letters
volumes of illlustrated
served as a pilot mapping the counI, vs dcgroe in English, he sos
he knew others would see these
granddaughter. He died in 1983.
Death of a
try for the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Asp:aliii an assignment to keep a
books. He didn't believe these
"The instant you see these letters,
Survey, says Donow. He married
ttl Ilast and present even
letters were just for his grandliugh
Salesma 7'
you're hooked," says Donow, who
Dorothy Graves in 1940, had two
enees a ith aging, Holloway brought
014:
ter."
plans to write a book about Barkley
children, Alben II and Dorothy,and
of! Arcadia Drive
Indeed, the meaning lit letters tier gandtather's letters to class
and his writings. When I saw diem,
A, Saturday
Friday,
service during
19n)i.
It was a stroke of luck from
like the one penned Dec,
City-County Park
I thought, 'Lewis Carroll, move returned to military
divorced in 1945.
WWII.
He
this
if
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I
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perspective,
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Hark
over
and
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18
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Feb.
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over!"
After the death of his father in
is what he was hoping for," says
Call:
Feb. 20 at 2 p (11
child's head_ It featured a series 01
"The general public will be able
1956, Barkley returned to Angles, five drawings of women, depic ung
I hmoss "And tiir me I had other
to see "The Granddaddy Books" for
family home in Paducah. actlcos, but this one captivated
‘
i,
)
ii
ir
changing beauty standard,through
the first ume when Donow presents the
There, in 1969
out history.
a free slide-lectures at 7 p.m. on cording to Donow
Thursday, Feb. 17, at.Murray State at the age o(63,he.wrote the first of
University's Wrather West Ken- nearly 5(X) letters to this I year-old
Annie Holloway.
tucky Museum. "David had a granddaughter,
rieinind Otityikdke ... Benton & Paducah *** Fleming Faithiture ... Benton &
remarkable life and had access to all
Alone, arthriticand afflicted with
sorts of famous people. He knew
emphysema, Barkley entertained
the president and world leaders: he
himself as well as his granddaughter
dated Mary Pickford," says Donow.
with his writings, says Donow. In a
"He had an extraordinarily rich life.
letter dated May 10, 1970, featuring
That's what his writings give us a caricature of himself on all lours,
insight into."
Barkley writes "This book started
Born in Paducah in 1906,Barkley
out as a book of ANIMALS...but
Call for details • Paducah 442-4455
grew up in Washington. D.C., and, somehow Granddaddy got carried
Benton 527-7258
after graduating from the University
away with his own enthusiasm and
of Vagina, tried his hand at writing
it developed into a book of so-called
novels in Greenwich Village. He
satire, puny philosophy and hardly
also moved in with a woman whom
discernible humor..."
he discussed in a letter on Aug. 7,
Barkley who wrote in the middle
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Premier staged reading
will be at Murray State
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A staged reading production of
MERRY-HEARTED BOYS, will
be presented Feb. 19 at 8 p.m. in the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre on the
campus of Murray State.
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Written by Louisville playwrights, Kitty and Bill Galbraith,
this will be their first production of
any kind of this original play.
For the second ume, the Galbraiths have chosen to have one of
their works presented in Murray for
its initial staging. For those who
attended the first one and will attend
Saturday night, they will be treated
with viewing of a premiere, as well
as being part of an informal discussion with the playwrights. This is an
unusual opportunity.
Kitty and Bill relish the idea of
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Feb. 17
Meeting — Camera Club, free at
7 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library.
Feb. 18-20
Theatrical Production — "Death
of a Salesman," admission
charged. Begins at 8 p.m. Friday
and Saturday; 2 p.m. on Sundays
at Playhouse in the Park.
Feb. 19
Premier Stage Reading —
"Merry-Hearted Boys," by Kitty
and Bill Galbraith, free at 8 p.m.
in the Robert E. Johnson Theater.
Feb. 20
Faculty Recital -- John Schlaback, trumpet, and Chris Hayes,
trombone, free at 3:30 p.m. at
Farrell Recital Hall.
Feb. 20
Faculty Scholarship Benefit —
admission charged. Begins at X
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall.
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Storewide Savings of *30010 to *60010,:.
Broyhill • Thomasville • La-Z-Boy • Lane • Sealy • and m,
(Benton Only)
of savings you will find
examples
Just a few

Feb. 23-March 10
Art Exhibit — Kentucky Art
Educator's Association High
School art, free X a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday/Wednesday/Friday; 8
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Tuesday/
Thursday; 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday; 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday at the Eagel Gallery (opening
reception is Feb. 26).
Feb. 24
Art Lecture — internationally.
known fiber artist, Michael
James, free at 7 p.m, in room 423
of the Eagle Gallery.
Feb. 25
Concert — Wind Ensemble,
admission charged. Begins at X
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Feb. 27
Guest Recital -- Paul Taylor,
tree at 3:30 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall.

40-50%

Letter H Jackpot!!!
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• ia11100 Jackpot
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exchanging convcrsauons with those in an audience. Having competed in a number of national play
competitions, they said comments
and questions make them better
writers. Seeing the piece on stage is
also a great advantage.
The Galbraiths look to enlightened theatre goers in Murray and
value the opinions of audiences in
this area. The production is performed with Murray Stale theatre
majors in the roles.
The technical assistance is provided by David Balthrop, Director
of theatre. It's produced and directed by Shirley T. Johnson. There
is no admission charge.
The informal discussion with the
playwrights will immediately follow the. performance.
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Lake-Land Apostolic Church:
1 -71
7
JO'S DATEBOOK
to have Johnson as speaker

Aren't You I
Glad There's

The Rev. Don Johnson 01
Memphis, Tenn., will be special
guest at a service of singing,
preaching and fellowship at
Lake-Land Apostolic Church,
1653 North 16th St., Ext. at
Utterback Road, Murray, on Friday. Feb. 18, at 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Johnson is a singer, songwriter, recording artist, and pastor and leader in the ministry.
On Saturday, Feb. 19, at 10
a.m., Mrs. Don Johnson will be
speaking in a "Ladies Only" session at the church, while in
another location, Rev. Johnson
will be speaking to ministers and
laymen in a "Men Only" session.
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor, invites the public to attend.
For information call 753-5757 or
759-1602.

Good Reasons To Shop Downtown
New Shipments
'Spring Afghans
13a1loon Bouquets
*House Flags
for All Occasions
*Door Mats

HOLLAN109DS. 4th
DRUGS
St.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

753-1462

SAVE

CLASS RINGS
GOLD DESIGNER SERIES
HIGH SCHOOL CLASS RINGS

FREE
3 WEEK DELIVERY

CUSTOM FEATURES • A SAVINGS OF UP 1010

ARTOR

CLASS RINGS

OR., ends
May 3, 19%
-A
Some rostncbons rnsr app., Soo Dealer Ior ara, s

BRING THIS AD

Y
JEWELR
COOK'S
Murray 753-1606
Central Shopping Center
594

'sirs. Bessie Lee Baker
Starts 2-11
My Gill

2(PG)

1:30 3:30 7:10 9:10

Starts 2-11

Ace Ventura:
Pet Detectke (PG/3)

Blank Check (PG)

1:30 3:15 7:00 9:00

1:30 3:20 7:15 9:05

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Matinees Saturday
and Sunday Only

3:30 9:20

Grumpy Old Tombstone
Men (PG)

CCHS Class of 1984 will meet
Calloway County High School Class of 1984 will meet Sunday.
Feb. 20, at 2 p.m. at the United Commonwealth Bank Room at
Johnson and Whitnell, Murray. This will be to plan for the 10-year
class reunion. For more information call John Nix at 489-2183 or
Paula Warren-Cathey at 753-5182.

Gospel singing at Almo Church
A gospel singing at Almo Church of Christ will be Fnday. Feb.
18, at 7:30 p.m. at the church, located off Highway 641 North on
I Highway 464. Congregational singing will be led by several song
leaders in the area. Hoyt Cleaver Jr., song leader at Almo, will be
the coordinator for the event. The public is invited to attend.
Res. Don Johnson

Murray woman will have her
92nd birthday on Saturday

GOLD
PLUS

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

OViES TO GO t

1:30 350 7:00 9:20

Hand Target
Rookie of the Your
The CO nahead•
Open 11 a.tra. to 11 p.m

Mrs. Bessie Lee Baker of Rt.
1, Murray, will celebrate her
92nd birthday on Saturday. Feb.
19.
She was married April 27,
1925, to Marion F. Baker who
died Aug. 27, 1970. They moved
from Trigg County to near Coldwater in Calloway County in
1941.
Mrs. Baker was born Feb. 19,
1902, near Golden Pond in Trigg
County. She was the daughter of
the late John Jones and Dollic
Berkley Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Baker had seven
children, John Baker, Bertha
Beane, Pearl Smith, Cecil Baker,
Dollie Clark, Rachel Jackson and
Joe Baker, who are all residents
of Calloway County.

Herndon girl
has birthday
Kayla Elizabeth Herndon celebrated her first birthday on Wednesday, Feb. 2, with a party at
her home.
A Barney cake and ice cream
were served.
She is the daughter of Tony
and Lola Herndon and the granddaughter of Bob and Ella Davis
and Martha and Howard Herndon, all of Murray.
Guests attending the party
were her grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Davis, her sister. Daysha, a
cousin. Danielle, and an aunt and
uncle.
On Saturday, Feb. 5; Kayla
also had a party with her other
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Herndon, at their home. A Mickey
Mouse cake and ice cream were
served. Also at the party were her
parents and her sister.

Murray High School will present its annual Mardi Gras on Saturday. Feb. 19, from 6 to 9 p.m. There will be a small entrance fee.
Games, food and live entertainment will be featured. The public is
invited to attend.

Nutt will speak at Hardin Church
Baptist Layman's Day will be observed at Hardin Baptist Church
on Sunday, Feb. 20. Houston Nutt, Murray State Racer Football
Coach and Hardin church member, will speak at 830 and 10:30
a.m. services. Several different laymen will speak at 6 p.m. service.
Darrell Gibson will direct the song service. The public is invited.

Eagle Project Bake Sale Saturday
An Eagle Scout Book Project Bake Sale will be Saturday, Feb.
19, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the lobby of Wal-Mart. This is to
raise funds to buy books for the Accelerated Reader Program being
sponsored by Derek Vander Molen for his Eagle Scout project. For
more information call 759-9226 after 330 p.m.

Poplar Spring Youth Celebration planned
Poplar Spring Baptist Church will have a Youth Celebration
starting Sunday, Feb. 20, and continuing through Tuesday. Feb. 22.
The BSU Team and Matt Johnson will be featured nightly. Services
will he at II a.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday and 7 p.m., Monday and
Tuesday. Served at 6:15 p.m. on Sunday will be hot dogs and chili,
on Monday will be pizza and Tuesday will be sundaes. For more
information call 436-2719, 436-2564 or 753-4919.

Singles (SOS) plan Saturday events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have special events on
Friday, Feb. 18, and Sunday, Feb. 20. The group will meet Friday
at 745 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park to attend "Death of A Salesman." On Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m., the SOS will give free line
dance and country dance lessons to singles at an afternoon party at
Wcaks Community Center. All singles should bring drinks or
snacks to share. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support
and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities on Saturday, Feb. 19, and Monday. Feb. 21. The group will meet Saturday at 6 p.m. at JCPenney
parking lot to go eat at Pagliai's and then to luta's house for snacks
and fellowship. On Monday the group will meet at Louie's Restaurant at 6:30 p.m. to hear Dr. Charles Homra, president of Murray
Lions Club. This is a support and social group for all single men
and women whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed.
"If you are single and have the winter blues and no where to go,
come to our meetings to hear speakers and make new !fiends," a
group member said. For more information call Celia, 753-6078,
Wynonna, 753-7845, or Sandy, 753-0817.

'Raise the Roof' tickets on sale
Tickets for the -Raise the Roof- gala program are now on sale
by members of the Murray Woman's Club, sponsoring organization
for the special evening of entertainment planned Thursday. Feb. 24,
at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center ballroom, Murray State University.
Tickets at 520 per person arc available at D.K. Kelly Ladies
Apparel, Selections Bridal Registry and Gifts, from club members,
Janet Wallis, 489-2186, and Martha Andrus, 753-8808. Tickets also
are being sold for 510 on a cash prize of 5500 with person not
required to be present. Robert Valentine will be emcee for the dinner and roast featuring Walter Apperson, Peggy Billington and Dr.
Robert McGaughey. The public is invited to attend.

Fall & Winter Merchandise
marked

1/2 to 3/4

Mardi Gras at MHS Saturday

Telephone survey in progress

OFF

The Purchase District Health Department is conducting a telephone survey during the month of February. Phone calls will be
made randomly to ask questions about health issues in the counties.
If you are called, you will not be asked to identify yourself. This
information will he used to plan health education activities for the
community.
Kayla Elizabeth Herndon
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SAVE yl EXTRA

Metamorphosis'

OPEN HOUSE
We cordially invite you to experience

"AN ADVENTURE IN FASHION"
1994 Celebration of Spring
being held February 18 & 19

25% OFFGroups

On Select Transitional

Retreshments will be served
Store Hours: 10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
ASK ABOUT OUR GIFT CERTIFICATE C,1% F

Downtown • Murray

in fashion'
"an adventunt
247-454)Ike
204 Nprth 5th St. • Mayfield, tY 42066 •(502)

Selections is pleased to
announce that
Belinda Williams,
bride-elect of
David Bailey
has wined our bridal registry by choosing her china
& flatware by Mikasa.
Mon.-Sat. 10 am.-S p.m.
Ditielasd Or. • Outmost St.
7S3-12,9011

SUBSCRIBE

••••••
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Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Slaugh

Mason and Slaugh vows
said in sunset ceremony

slurfee.
ic is

Katharine (Kip) Mason and Jeffrey Slaugh were married in a double
ring ceremony on Oct. 21, in Boulder, Colo.
The sunset ceremony was officiated by Judge Roxanne Bayless in
the presence of 32 friends and family members including the bride's
mother, Mrs. Dorothy W. Mason of Murray.
Attendants were Karen Yonovitz of Boulder, Colo., and Eric Slaugh
of San Francisco, Calif., brother of the groom.
A dinner reception followed at Nancy's Restaurant.
The couple is making their home at 292 S. Taft Ct. in Louisville,
Colo.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Dorothy W. Mason of Murray and
the late Neale B. Mason.
She is a graduate of Murray High School and Murray State University. She holds the Master of Music degree from the University of
Illinois and the Ph.D. in Curriculum and Instruction from the University of Wisconson. She is currently employed as a String Teacher in
the Boulder Valley Schools.
The groom is the son of Lynn Slaugh and Carole Vigh, both of
Houston, Texas.
He attended high school at the American International School of the
Hague in Amsterdam, Holland and holds degrees in music from the
Franz Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest, Hungary and Temple
University in Philadelphia, Pa. He is currently self-employed as a
musician in the Denver, Colo., area while pursuing a degree in International Affairs at the University of Colorado.
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Thursday, Feb. 17
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Boaro,.5 30 pm/board room
Irvin Cobb Neighborhood Watch
meeting/7 pm at Russell's Chapel
United Methodist Church
Hazel Woman's Club/7 p m ./Hazel
Community Cenwr
TOPS KY H69/Annex of Calloway
County Public Library Weigh-in/6-6 45
p m program/7 p m
Family Resource Center recepbon for
Nancy Rawlings/3 30 p m and
program/4 pm /East Calloway
Barkley Lecture/7 p m Mrather West
Kentucky Museum
Murray-Calloway Camera Club.]
p m •office of Gene Bailey in Graphic
Arts Department Applied Science
PASU
Calloway County Emergency Planning Cornmittee/4 30 p miltiaaks
Community Center
Elections tor parent representative to
serve Calloway County High School
Sly-based Council:7 p m /school
library
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School Site-based Council.S•30 pm
followed by Town Forum
Murray Business and Professional
Womem6 pm Seven Seas Restaurant Info/753-7743
Pet Therapy session.'3 pm /Calloway
County Public Library
Bridge Club+7 pm "Weeks Communi•
ty Center
Open to public
Info'435-4136
Christian Singles Group/7 p m 100
North 20th St Murray Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994
Narcotics Anonymous meer7 30
p m 'St John's Episcopal Church
Info'753-0781
Murray Art Guild'Open 6 30-9 p m
Hazel Centeropen 10 a m -2 pm ,for
senior citizens activities
Weak* Centeropen 9 a m -4 pm for
senior citizens activities
Home Department of Murray
Woman s Cluti1130
house—
AA and Al-Anon closed meetingst8
pm Senior Citizens Center, Benton

Thursday, Feb. 17
Murray Kiwanis Cluts6 p in
Stockade
First Christian Cmirch events include
Youth Bibie Stugy•4 30 p m Christian
Men s Feilowsh,p dinnev7 pm
First Presbyterian Church events
induce Lenten Bibie Study,7 pm
First Baptist Church events include
BYW.7 pm at home of Carole Inman
SI. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Praver5 15 nm
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club • 7
p m 'Malestc Steakhouse
Draffenville
Murray Women of the Moose 8 p m
with officers:7 p m
Calloway County High School Junior
Varsity and Varsity Basketball Girls'
teams play at Carlisle County at 6 and
pm
Murray High School Junior Varsity
and Varsity girls basketball teams host
Ballard County High School'S pm
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.7 30 p m +Farm Bureau Building,
Paris Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580
Strike Up the Bands concert:7 30
pm -Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University Admission is $5
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
operv8 30 am to 12 30 pm and 1 10
to 4 30 p m
Friday, Feb. 18
"Death ol a Salesman'
p m "Playhouse in the P. •
Info 759-1752
Stroke Support Group 2 p m 1:orovate
dining room of Murray -Calloway CounInfo'Doxie
Hospital
ty
Hopkins:762-1100
Hazel Centeropen 10 am -2 pm
senior citizens' achvaies
Weaks Center open 8 a m -4 pin c•
senior citizens activities Breakfast
served at 8 30 a m
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Women's Sweetheart dinner./6
p m Log Cabin Restaurant
First Presbyterian Church events
,
p)7 _p.m.
- include Korean StLaiy Coo
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 pm

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Feb. 15, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Meade baby boy parents. Joy and
Russell 404 North Sixth Si, Murray
Dismissals
Donley J Strader, 528 Canton
Hgts Cadiz. Bobby Osborn, Pt 2,
Box 95, Hazel, Terry E Allbritton,
1608 North 16th St Murray.
Timothy A Lewis, P0 Box 68. New
Concord, Mrs Amy Bullington, 71
Shady Oaks, Murray, Howard D
Hughes, Rt, 4, Box 404, Murray,

Mrs Jennifer Grosskopf and baby
boy. 1101, Poplar St. Murray, Miss
Johnna Tribble and baby boy, 902
Northwood Dr., Murray,
Carl Rogers, 825 Glendale Rd
Murray. Hoyt P Roberts. 809 North
20th St Murray, Mrs Loos J Lee, Rt
2. Box 3, Buchanar, Tenn..
Terry L. Haddock. 1800 A Ridgewood Dr , Murray, Marvin C. McClain.
RI 1, Box 95, Palmersville, Tenn
Mrs Dorothy M. McClure, 210
South 11th Si, Murray, Mrs Flora
Ford. Apt 0-3, Murray Manor. Murray,
Mrs Elsie Carson, 620 La Follette
Murray

By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
We get a lot of books written
by people who were angry at the
time. Or obsessed with sex and
violence. Or so obsessed with sex
and violence that they avoid it
altogether (and often avoid being
entertaining at all, just for
measure.)
We are deluged by authors earnestly warning us against this,
chiding us for our lack of concern
over that and promising that two
and two can be added together to
make five if we just do it their
way.
All this is done in a voice as
loud, bitter, shrill and devoid of
genial good humor as print can
provide. (Yes, grumpy librarians
who write newspaper columns go
on this list too.)
• • • •
I need a picture book break.
• • • •
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Uncle Jed's Barbershop was
written by Margee King Mitchell
and illustrated by James Ransome. In it, a woman lovingly
recalls her uncle's struggle to
save enough money to open his
own barbershop. First there's an
emergency operation to pay for.
Then the bank folds in the
depression. But finally he sees
his dream come true.
• • • •
Now Let Mc Fly, written and
illustrated by Dolores Johnson,
follows a girl as she is kidnapped
into slavery and grows up on a
plantation in Georgia. She sees
her son sold away from her. She
gives her daughter to friends who
are escaping north to freedom.
Another son runs away to the
Seminole Indians in Florida. And
she is finally set free by the Civil
War.
• • • •

teeill be
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Aunt Harriet's Underground
Railroad in the Sky. written and
illustrated by Faith Ringgold,
tells about Harriet Tubman and
the underground railroad. (By the
way, Faith Ringgold wrote and
illustrated the 1991 Caldecott
Medal Honor book, Tar Beach.)
• • • •

So

Family shines through all these
books like a candle in the darkness. You can read all three in 10
minutes, but it leaves you with a
smile that will last all day. All
three are highly recommended,
even if you don't have kids
• • • •
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°February -is- BlaWittston.
Month and a good time to check

•

out the Black Americans of
Achievement series from Chelsea
House books.
Each book is a little more than
100 pages long with lots of
illustrations. Each one covers the
life and work of a famous Black
American. The accounts seem
factual and well balanced. Heroism, perseverance, and genius get
equal time with prejudice and
human failings. It's one of the
best biographical series I've seen
in a long, long time.
There are similar series for

Latin Americans and lor American Women, which we will get as
time and money permit.
While I'm thinking about
Black History Month, we have all
three of the Addy books from the
American Girls series. Addy is a
young slave girl growing up in
the south during the Civil War.
Three more Addy books will he
published during 1994 and we'll
get them all as soon as they come
out.
• • • •

Friday, Feb. 18
Fourth St • open 611 pm Info
753.TEEN
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers 8 pm 'American Legion
Building South Sixth and Maple
Streets Murray Info 753-8136 or
435-4314
Games for members only 8
p m Murray Moose Lodge
Bingo Play for Jonathan-Aurora
Action Group.7 pm 'Wishing Well
Home, Lawn and Garden Show 3-9
pm West Kentucky Exposition Center Admssion tree info 753-2400
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a bargain before the good ones
are all gone
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Order-In
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Friday, Feb 18
Bingo 7 p m 'National Guard Armory
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club
Country Dance.7 30 p m 'Hardin
Community Center
Calloway County High School
Freshman Junior Varsity and Varsity
Boys Basketball teams play at Graves
County+4 30 pm
Black History Program 2 p m 'Murray
High School
Murray High School Junior Varsity
and Varsity Boys Basketball teams
play at Marshall County High School
Main Street Youth Center 205 North

• White Linen Body Lotion
• A full-size All-Day Lipstick
• Skin Perfecting Creme
• Fruition Packette

All yours with any Ester'
Lauder purduse of $1500 or
more At our Estee Lauder
counter, now

480
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SPORTS
Kentucky
comeback
wasn't the
best ever

Lady Racers alive
Tourney hopes hinge on two wins
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
This is usually the time of
year when the Lady Racers are
making Spring Break plans. But
after a stunning win at Middle
Tennessee last week, they find
themselves making plans of a
different sort.
With a win or two, Murray
State's women's basketball
team could be spending Spring
Break in Nashville, Tenn., at
the Ohio Valley Conference
women's tournament.
Head coach Eddie Fields has
been mapping the route to
Nashville for the last two
weeks. It's pretty simple.
"We need to win two of the
last three games. That's basically it," said Fields, in his first
year.
Murray State (2-11 OVC) is

tied for eighth place with
Tennessee-Martin, which beat
Austin Peay last evening to
make things worse for the Lady
Racers. Morehead State is in
seventh place with three wins
and Peay is in sixth with four
wins. Murray (6-16) hosts Austin Peay on Feb. 26 and travels
to UT-Martin on Feb. 28.
Murray's stretch drive will
begin Saturday at Southeast
Missouri at 5:15. SEMO
defeated Murray State 70-61 on
Feb. 2.
"I promise you, I think we
can go in there and get after
SEMO and have some success,"
said Fields. "And, we play better on the road. It's crazy, but I
think I our girls play tight at
home."
Both of the Lady Racers'
OVC wins have come on the

road — at Morehead State and
Middle Tennessee.
Murray State's late surge has
arrived after Fields scaled back
his running attack for a more
conservative approach.
"We're not pressing as much
and we're going to a zone,"
said Fields.

By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
Records are made to be broken. but you have to really break
them.
According to the current
NCAA record book, Kentucky's
31-point comeback to beat LSU
99-95 on Tuesday night broke
Duke's 44-year-old comeback
mark by two points.

• Lady Racer assistant Vanessa Gray will not finish the
year on Fields' bench. A fiveyear coach at MSU and former
player, Gray left the staff following the Morehead State
game on Feb. 7 because of personal reasons, Fields said.

Lady Pacer senior Jennifer Parker is
a key to OVC Tournament hopes.

Racers inching closer to OVC title
Murray State
seeking one win
to clinch crown
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
In his first year, Scott Edgar
had more on top (hair) and more
in the middle (Popeye Jones), but
the 1993-94 season is looking
very familiar.
"This is stariing to shape up
like my first year, where we lost
at Peay, but got on a run and
came home and clinched it with a
win over Peay at home," said the
third-year Racer coach.
Not only are the Racers playing better, but they're getting

help from their fellow Ohio Valley Conference members, as
evidenced last night in Morehead
State's road win at second-place,
and defending champion, Tennessee State.
"Isn't that amazing," Edgar
said from his office Thursday
morning. "1 guess when things go
good, they go good everywhere.
When they go bad, like last year,
you can't get help from
anywhere."
Murray State, 19-4 overall and
12-1 in the conference, can clinch
a share of the championship, and
the OVC Tournament's No. I
seed, with just one victory in
their three remaining games.
Should they lose the remaining
three games, they would share the
title with Austin Peay, but the

Morehead knocks off Tennessee State
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Tyrone BoardIcy scored 33
points and Mark Majick added
20 to help Morehead State come
from behind Wednesday night
to defeat Tennessee State
95-85.
Tennessee State (15-10, 11-4
OVC) led by as many as seven,
43-36, with 1:03 left in the first
half. But Morehead State
(12-11, 7-6) scored the last six
Governors would claim the No. I
seed with the two wins over the
Racers.
Austin Peay held off
Tennessee-Martin 93-80 Wednes-

points of the half on a Boardley
basket and free throw and
Majick's 3-pointer at the buzzer
to come within one point,
43-42.
With the game tied 79-79
with 3:49 left, Morehead went
on an 11-0 run that ended at the
1:10 mark on a layup by Jerry
Fogle.
Carlos Rogers led Tennessee
State with 30 points

not depend on Peay losing.
"I want to go into the tournament with some momentum," the
coach explained. "As good as it
would be to win it at home, I'd
rather finish it as quick as we
can. I don't want to put pressure
on the guys on Senior Night (versus Peay).
"If we do clinch early, we need
to keep winning because we're
playing for a higher seed in the
NCAA Tournament."
Murray State's first opportunity to clinch will come at Southeast Missouri (9-13, 4-9) Saturday night. Murray State defeated
the Indians 81-74 on Feb. 2 in
Racer Arena.
Edgar expects Saturday's tilt to
be another rough and tumble

day night in Clarksville. Austin
Peay (8-4) has four OVC games
left.
Obviously, Edgar prefers to
win at least one of the three and • See Page 9

Wrong.
Research by Duke sports information director Mike Cragg revealed Wednesday the Blue Devils
still hold the mark from that Dec.
30, 1950 game against Tulanc.
Duke trailed 54-22 with two
minutes left in the first half and
then rallied for a 74-72 victory to
take fifth place in the Dixie
Classic in Raleigh, N.C.
Gary Johnson, the NCAA's
statistics coordinator for men's
basketball, said Wednesday that
Duke sent him proof of the
32-point deficit and it will he recognized as the record.
The man responsible for
Duke's record comeback that
night was Dick Groat, an outstanding college basketball player
who went on to a major league
baseball career in which he played for two World Series champ-,.
ions. A shortstop, Groat was the
National League MVP with the
Pittsburgh Pirates in 1960 when
he led the league in hitting at
.325.
He had 25 of his 32 points in
the second half as the Blue
Devils overcame a 56-27 halftime
deficit.
'At halftime I remember
coach (Haroldi Bradley saying 'I
don't know if you guys can win
this or not, but at least make it
respectable,'" Groat said Wednesday from Washington D.C.

1994 WINTER OLYMPICS

U.S. skiers hanging their heads
By DAVE CARPENTER
Associated Press Writer
LILLEHAMMER, Norway
(AP) — Also-rans no longer, it
seems the only times American
skiers hang their heads at the
Olympics is to get medals draped
around their necks.
Tommy Moe, celebrating his
24th birthday, followed his stunning victory in the downhill last
Sunday by taking the silver today
in the men's super-giant slalom.

Combined with Diann RoffeSteinrotter's gold in the women's
super-G on Tuesday, it gave the
Americans a medal in all three
Alpine races run at Lillehammer
so far. And that doesn't count the
downhill portion of the Alpine
combined, in which Kyle Rasmussen and Moe finished second
and third this week. That event
will completed Feb. 25.
"It's getting kind of contagious," U.S. Alpine director Paul

Major said Wednesday. "Everybody thinks they can win now."
Markus Wasmeier was the winner today in 1 minute, 32.53 seconds for his first gold medal in
three Olympics and the first won
by a German Alpine male skier
since 1936. Moe, of Palmer,
Alaska, finished .08 seconds back
and again edged favorite Kjetil
Andre Aamodt. The Norwegian,
the defending Olympic super-G
champion, got the bronze in

1:32.93.
Moe, the third man down the
hill with Wasmeier right behind
him, was treated to a birthday
cake and serenaded with "Happy
Birthday" as he stood in the finish area for more than an hour to
watch the other skiers' times.
He's the first American skier
to win more than one medal at an
Olympics since Penelope Pitou in
1960.
"I'm just lucky to have my life

for medals

going so well right now," he
said.
After today's first two events,
Norway led all its visitors with
five gold medals and was second
overall with nine medals to Russia's 10. The United States had
two golds and two silvers —
three in Alpine skiing and one in
freestyle skiing.
The U.S. Alpine skiers' successes even seemed to be rubbing
off on the U.S. freestyle skiers,

who train and compete separate:
ly. Liz McIntyre, a New Hampshire native who now lives in
Winter Park, Colo., stepped forward to take a silver medal Wednesday in the women's moguls
competition.
Until now, she has had to take
a back seat to teammate Donna
Weinbrecht of West Milford,
NJ., who won the event at
Albertville while she was finishing sixth.

Phone threats increase security
Kerrigan-Harding
saga continues
in Lillehammer
By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer

Associated Press wioto

U.S. figure skakters Tonya Harding (above) and Nancy Kernian met
Wedneaday in Liflehammer without incident, and even posed to team
photo.

HAMAR, Norway (AP) —
Two telephone threats prompted
officials to nearly quadruple the
security force at Nancy Kerrigan
and Tonya Harding's first joint
Olympic practice session today.
"We are preparing for World
War III," said Uve Lunde, venue
chief for the Lillehammer organizing committee. "We Norwegians are not used to this."
Lunde said the threats came
from the United States "before
Nancy arrived" last week.
Bjorn Ruud, who manages the
Olympic Amphitheater where the
skating competition is held, said
the first caller was a woman at an
unknown location who "wanted
very much for Tonya Harding to
win and said she knew how to do
it." The second caller, a man
who said he was in Santa Barbaclaimed he, bad."to
ra, Catit..,
"stop Tonya Harding so she

can't take part in the competition,
and if I do that, God will bless
me forever."
Norwegian organizers said
nearly 150 police and security
officers would attend the practice
at the small training rink adjacent
to the Olympic Amphitheatre.
Organizers originally planned
to use 40 security officers for the
practice in the cramped rink. But
the threats and the expected presence of more than 200 reporters
and photographers forced them to
significantly beef up security.
Another organizing committee
official said police were taking
the threats "very seriously.
Through intelligence reports, they
think there is strong reason to do
SO.

"The security for the rest of
the Games will be very strong."
On Wednesday, hours after
Harding arrived in Norway, her
path crossed with Kerrigan's
almost immediately. There were
no hugs, but no cross words
either.
They chatted during a chance
encounter Wednesday in the
Olympic Village, where they
-share a house with teammates,
then posed for a team picture,

NANCY KERRIGAN
separated — whether by request
or by circumstance — by four
athletes.
"That broke the ice for all of
us," said Paul George, head of
the skating team, who joined
them for the playful photo
session.
Their next encounter was
expected at today's workout.
"I'm going to be sitting there
watching with the same interest
as everyone," said Claire Ferguson, president of the U.S. Figure
Skating Association. "In singles,

collisions are rare, but there have
been some pretty good accidents.
It's never intentional."
Harding, who is under grand
jury investigation in the Jan. 6
clubbing attack on Kerrigan,
arrived in Norway on Wednesday
morning after a 5,000-mile journey from Portland. Ore., that
some thought would never
happen.
Reporters, photographers and
TV crews joined her in Euroclass
on the SAS flight at S3,100 each.
During the flight, the skater
walked to the front of the cabin,
turned and faced her captive
audience.
"I'm going to help fly the
plane," she announced with a
wicked laugh. "Hey, you're in
my hands now."
She was asked by The Associated Press how she was able to
concentrate while skating despite
the distractions. "I tree it," she
said, explaining how she focuses
intently on some solid object and
ignores everything else.
As for her troubles, she said,
"I leave it behind when I go on
See Page 9
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Barkley returns to
spark Phoenix over
Portland, 126-100

SPORTS

BRIEFS
11-12-year-old baseball meeting set
Parents and prospecuve coaches for this summer's II- and
12-year-old baseball program are invited to a meeting Feb. 23 in
Ordway Hall on the Murray State University campus, beginning at
7:30 p.m. For more information, call Carmen Garland at 753-0810.
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The Associated Press
The Phoenix Suns hope the
return of Charles Barkley means
the second half of their season
will be like the second half of
their game against Portland.
The Suns, who trailed by 13
points in the first quarter, blitzed
the Trail Blazers with an 8I-point
second half Wednesday night,
turning_ a slim halftime deficit
intO a 126-100 rout.
"We just want to get this team
that we've got here right now
together, focused and playing a
lot better defense," Barkley said
after a 20-point performance in
29 minutes. "We knew that from
Day I — we've just got to keep
everybody healthy."
Barkley, last year's NBA
MVP, missed 17 games because
of a torn tendon in his right leg,
and the Suns struggled to an 8-9
record in his absence.
Cedric Ccballos, who started
15 times in Barkley's place,
returned to the bench, but still
scored 30 points. Barkley's return
showed up most strongly on
defense and rebounding. where

Chaney apologizes for outburst
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Temple coach John Chaney apologized to fans, players and "all young" people for his threatening
outburst against Massachusetts coach John Calipari, saying even
his wife hasn't forgiven him.
Chancy was suspended for Wednesday's game at St. Bonavenlure, the first he has missed as Temple coach.
Chaney said his wife, Jeanne, left their home after he threatened
to kill Calipari during a news conference at Amherst, Mass., Sunday night and hasn't returned. He said his daughter also refused to
speak with him, although his son remains supportive.

broy break

Pistons trade Polynice, Wood to Kings
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AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP) — Center Olden Polynice and
forward David Wood were traded by the Detroit Pistons to the Sacramento Kings for center Duane Causwell and second-round draft
picks in 1994, 1995 and 1996.
Causwell, 25, averaged 6.9 points in 10 games, but missed 38
with a stress fracture in his left foot. Polynice, 29, led the Pistons
with 456 rebounds and is averaging 13.1 points in 37 games.
Wood, 29, has averaged 3.6 points in 47 games. He was acquired
by Detroit along with Sean Elliott at the start of the season from
San Antonio for Dennis Rodman.
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Stockton reaches 9,000 assists mark
LOS ANGELES (AP) — John Stockton became the third player
in NBA history to reach the 9,000-assist mark when the Utah Jazz
guard passed to Jay Humphries for a basket with 9:02 left in the
first half of a 103-99 victory over the Los Angeles Clippers.
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FROM PAGE 8

age scored all 14 of his points in
the first half for the Governors.
Tennessee-Martin (4-18, 2-10)
held its last lead at 12:49 in the
first half, when Steve Wright's
turnaround jumper put the Pacers
ahead 14-12. Moore sank two
free throws at 11:35 to give Austin Peay the lead that they never
surrendered.
Bubba Wells added 14 for
Austin Peay.

the ice and 1 pick it up again
when I leave."
Upon her arrival, Harding
seemed at once excited and dazed
by the sensation she had created.
"I feel great," she said as she
emerged from the accreditation
center with her Olympic pass.
"I'm ready."
Kerrigan's coach, Evy Scot.
void, hoped Kerrigan wouldn't
see Harding at all, except on the
ice. But by midday, the two skaters had had their encounter along
a path in the athletes' village.
"It went well," U.S. team
leader Mahlon Bradley said.
"They acknowledged one
another. It will make it much
easier for tomorrow. It was good
to he with the team and they
acted like mature athletes."

Edgar.
"This is probably one of the
biggest games in their history."
SEMO has defeated the conference champion at home in the
Show Me Center in each of their
first two years in the conference.

Don't be misled or lied to by out-of-town companies trying to
sell cable programming! The only thing they can offer you is a
satellite dish, which is the same thing we offer, but we are a local
business,licensed and insured and we will be here after the sale.
Will they?
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"Rebounds? That word was
foreign to us." Portland coach
Rick Adelman said. "That's
where they hurt us. and that's
how they stayed in the game."
Ceballos and Barkley picked
up the pace in the fourth quarter,
teaming for a 20-11 run in the
first six minutes to seal the
outcome.
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Harding had said in an interview earlier this month that she
would give Kerrigan a hug -- if
Kerrigan would let her.
In yet another possible distraction, revealing photos of Harding
circulated at the Games. The Sun,
a London tabloid, carried three
photos of her topless, with the
headline: "Tonya Loves -to
Dance Round Naked ... She Likes
Flaunting a Great Body."
The pictures apparently were
from a videotape obtained by the
TV show "A Current Affair."
Harding appeared in the video,
broadcast Tuesday night, wearing
a wedding dress at a Halloween

753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

party. At one point, she dropped
the dress to her waist.

PRESIDENTS'DAY SPECIAL!FEBRUARY 18 TO FEBRUARY 21, 1994!
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•Phone threats...

•Racers..
FROM PAGE 8
affair.
"We've been talking about that
in practice and yesterday I didn't
call any fouls so they (Racers)
could get used to the pushing and
shoving that will go on," said

SCOREBOARD

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA

Governors roll past UTM
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Marcus Moore scored 18
points including four 3-pointers
Wednesday in leading Austin
Peay to a 93-80 Ohio Valley
Conference victory over the
Tennessee-Martin Pacers.
Moore scored 12 of his points
in the second half as the Governors (9-13, 8-4) built on a 50-38
halftime lead to go ahead by as
much as 17 points. Jermaine Say-

Phoenix had a 60-39 edge.
"They were able to get to the
boards and get into a transition
game," said Cliff Robinson, who
scored 19 points for the Trail
Blazers.
Clyde Drexler was ejected
after picking up two technicals
202 apart in the pivotal third
quarter, when the Suns outscored
the 'Blazers 41-20 to take an
86-70 lead.
Drexler, the Blazers' No. 2
scorer, left the game with 3:15
left in the third period, and the
Suns went ahead 75-62 on two
foul shots by A.C. Green, who
had I() of his 15 rebounds and
nine of his 16 points in the
quarter.
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Your Local Connection

ONLY
DRYER

•3,1,;y1,,•,
•Den.

)

598

ONLY $259

"Murray's Only Complete Home Entertainment Center"

1•

VISA

u

.6=-:

.„,

.-

'Li
%sr .k.•1 1
AUDIO/VIDEO

Visit Our Showroom at 808 Coldwater Rd.

,
7 9,0*, Jr 173StIlVtl

WHITE ON WHITE TURNTABLE
MICROWAVE OVEN
•900 watts I 2 Cu tt oven ca,ty
• Electronic touch controls
• I•me Cook l&iI
ONLY
• A.ito Delrnsi
•()nick Reheat Controls

$199

Oat Model DOGNIS011
neR

/oM
NON.
17•1

'359

•2 cycles 1°,4,1 reignim cycle
PerMarer
,
up In 130
Pins)

SAVE!
BOTH ONLY

CALL (502) 759-1835

he said.
I go on

0`,11111

$16.50 Mo.

Garden TV • ECO Channel • Fitness & EXErfC169 TV • Games Channel • Ovation Fine Arts Channel • Horizons TV • Golden
America Network • Jazz Channel • GOLF CHANNEL • Booknet • History Channel • TV Macy's • Viva TV • Worki African
Network • CNN I ntemaoonal • Catalog Channel • Gaming and Entertainment Network • Talk Channel • Planet Central • Nriv;
Culture Network • Therapy Channel and Talk TV

aide

SOPCOSN
PAD

•,

COMING SOON! America's Talking • Military Channel • Romance Classics • Turner Classic Movies • Home &

fly the
with a
mi•re in

e Assoable to
despite
it," she
focuses
iject and

YOU GM..
6 HBO's
3 Cinemax's
2 Disneys
2 Showtlmes
2 Movie Channels
22 Sports Only
Networks

,Ait3,0,` Sr 1.5119 Cost

APPLIANCE & Tv
MURRAY
General
RCA f, lents Air Dealer"
"Your

212 E. Main St,

-

7.6

Electric,

753-1586

CLASSIFIED
4

E
'
r
.
;/‘14 6 CALL 753-1916

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
lawisav Ask
$5.00 Column Inch
ein Discount Ind
101. Dircounl Mid aun
Arad)
IM .1 Maas/ *.a maw
$1 75 per column Inch •airo for

Reader Adl
256 per NOM. 15 00 rranImurn
1st cloy Sc per word per clay for
*cc h ockirflonol Consacuthis
day 61 75 extra for Moppet
Clues Clossffleds go Into Shopping Guide $200 extra tor
blind box ads

Personcto
Cora of Trsanks
In Memory
LOST & Found

klAt tS,ATE biNIAt
Mottle Hanes for Rent
280
285 &Jodie Home Lots for Rent
Dueness Renton
303
Wont To Pent
310
Aocrernents For Rent
320
For Rent
Rooms
530
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

FARMERS MARKET

rsELIcaiLIC111e9gIsi
to make
A $2 00 we ci be moored
OM Change' to ad offer deadline.

Help Wonted
DomeMic & Chlocore
Sttuanon Wantaa
&AMOS OPPCOLANTY
Instruction

060
070
090
100
HO

owl NOETCIII
NonCe

9C
370
390
400
550

Farm Edaprnen1
Livestock & SUpplres

Poumy & lookers
PEOCIUCIE
Feed & Seed

NEI
Notice

SEARS

GERMAN STUDENT 17
anxiously awaiting host
family Enioys sports
music Other Scandinavian European high school
students arriving August
Call Emilie 502 833 3229
or 1 800-SIBLING

AS SEEN ON T V
LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR- TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NE 10E0

ALLIANCE
rM

rt RAMING CDR

1(0

LIONA1•081,TX

Norma leane's .\ails
Treat Hot Wax
Yourself Manicure
$30 set $10

HOME
INSURANCE

NURSING

Available Thru
Ow most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skied Inierrnediate or
Custodial Care *Soh
Moicare's now guide
Imes tor confinement
Nursing Horne Insur
WC*• more important
than ever
Foe free
intonnettan coo:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'bee local dam service'

751-1137

1-800-334-1203

Income Tax

EVOLUTION OR CREATION? *meet iook at the
evidence April 24 7 30pm
Barkley Room in the Corns
Center MSU For mioneeSon cat 753-4935

By Appointment Only
ANT1OUE

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107
Americ?'s Second Car

AM

COL1ECTABLES ILAFKET
Sunday, Feb. 20
Paducah's Chic Gnaw
11101 to 4:00

314-3344153
ArIpmerel to Noble Art
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Wed Pizza, seeds.
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread SE1C5iS Dine-in Or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

Ugly Duckling

fficanzEms
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12tri
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Kut•N-Kurl
Tanning
Special
300 Minutes For

$20
Sw

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
, Doee• optEn at 6001
Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 9‘ wesi to Johnny R00401SOR Road
104-RTiv SCI Hate Road nom on Sp Hale Road 1/4 ne
t1ON•PF10, I CIRCA NI 7 A LON
OPEN TO rut rut C
753-0166 PO Box 1033 Murray

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing — $25.00
Tax Returns Prepared —
Simple Return $35.00

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
you are in reasonably good health and can

Ii
answer no to a few questions you may qualify lor
prelerred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates 81 Warenr ages for woo poky

Murray
Post Office

Meat
Experienced
Cutter needed, full
time
position.

taking
applications for
clerk/carrier
exams for the
Paducah area
post offices until
4:30 pan.,
Feb. 18, 1994.
Eo.E

Apply to

P.O. Box 1040A,
Murray, KY 42071•

AVON Representatives u gently needed 5200-1400
weedy potennal Sell quality products to repeat customers homes workplaces Flexible hours.
great supplement income
Free Training Samples Kit
1-800-690 AVON
CONVENANT TRANSPORT $503 Sign-On Bonus (after 90 days) LAST
YEAR OUR TOP TEAM
EARNED OVER $95,000
Starting at $ 27 to $ 29 Per
Ole PLUS BONUSES TO
$38 PER MILE Monthly
mileage bonus. yearly rn
leage bonus, paid insurance, motel/layover pay,
vacation deadhead pay.
REQUIREMENTS age 23.
1 yr verifiable over the
road class A CDL with
hazardous materials
1-800-441-4394
DO you need a GED-, Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 tIvu
21 that are not lull time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
pot s funded by the Western Kentucky Pnvate Industry Council-JTPA

DRIVER-OTR Trucking
school students arid recent
graduates Munson Transportation announces the
star program an elating
new program tor trucking
school students and recent
graduates Completely unique to the industry within
three weeks a student
driver can be earning
wages in excess of
S500hveek. and. it allows
students to choose a training partner while at their
school or during the orientation process. you can
also be pre-hired to graduation' Call to find out more
We promise a same day
answer to ail applicants'
1-800-423-7629 ext 6013
MUNSON TRANSPORTATION EOE
DRIVERS Act is adding
new trucks, good pay benefits, home frequently rider
plan 25 yrs old 2 yr OTR
Experience Call KY,IN
800-320-4228
DRIVERS-J B Hunt How
to Escape Low-Paying
Flatbed Driving Jobs Call
J B Hunt we offer up to 34
cents per mile with plenty of
miles to make your payCall
check ad up
1 800-325-1067 J B HuntThe Best Run For The Money E0E/Sublect to Drug
Screen
DRIVERS Midwest Shor
thaul arid OTR Opportuni
ties! No slip seating horne
weekly in shorthaul excellent pay/benefits BURLINGTON MOTOR CAR
RIERS 1 800-JOIN-BMC
EOE

LONELY? To meet singles
n your area All ages Con
tact Locus USA. 2342 Urn
versa), Station. Murray. KY
42071 3301

Send resume, along with work history to:

MEET nice singles w,
names phone Is Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000

106

P.O. Box 310
Henry, Tennessee 38231
Rib

Cant

Watch For The

at Throb

Covered Wagon!
Coming Soon!
121 South • Mayfield

shown in our time
of grief To the

Funeral

Home, Bro, E.4ah
the
Balentine,
MemMasonic

bers, those

who

sent flowers and
fool, may God

bless

you all.
Farnik

94 THINGS AND MORE
SAVE 1O-50%
149°4-549"
• TREADMILLS
6
vnm 69"-129"
• STEPPERS
259"
• NORTHERN TRAILS SKI MACHINE
49"
• WEIGHTS
0/1 Reim/ Prrces I veryday'

wooed

Ramon.; from
o ova. 'tom

170 or so,

Arai 1 Mae Ere of
age 50
age 55
age 60

age 65
age 70
age 75

MALE

FEMALE

$11 16
14 08
18 28
23 32
3140
41 48

$856
10 60
13 52
16 96
23 20
31 24

Premiums guaranteed

V.

NOT

to increase

91-F 10-6

ACCEPTING applications
USA Union 76 Must be
able to work weekends
753 7333

SSA VON$S Help pay
holiday

bills ,

your

E a rn

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

$2004200111Mionla 414
wham II aeon you Mir

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

EARN up to 53 COOimo pro
desalt mortgage refunds
in mews* No everehoe
necessary 502 569 1962

Local 751-4190
14100-455-411/11
Nationwide TOLL FREE

not lust door to door err,more 1 800 388 6311.
I 800 288 6,311

165
170
180
195
200
210
220
243
200
380

H•aW Egtaatment
Vont frorceprnerit
Firewood
Muecol
Miscelioneous
Pock°
&
T V
Pets & Supplies

Murray on Hwy 1114
WO worth flui Driwof
S.I. 10-5
753-3769

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of
• Green Houses
• Outside Float System
• Roar Treys

• Soil Less Mixes
• Finished Plants
'Started Plants

Now booking started & linishod plants
Construction available on greenhouses.

1-800-831-3239

REAL
270
355
420
430
435
440
450
460

ESTATE

SALES

Mobil. Homes Fa Sae
For Sae or Lease
Horne LOOM
Red Estate
Loke Property
Lots Tor Sole
Forms For Sole
HOMOS Fr Sole
Mi50111ANIOUS
PUdic Soe
For Trooe
Free Caturnn

410
540
560
570

Advedieen ore requested lo
chock the kW kuortion of
thea oda tor any error. Murray
ledger e Throes will be responsible ton only ono inc°erect Insertion. Any *non
should bo repotted Inchedateny so corrections con be
made.

OFFICE HOURS,
Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 am.-12 p.m.

Wonted

• Dooderwei ore 2 dors
Vt advancel

0611
Nsle
Weetd

Immediate opening for sawmill
maintenance person.
Experience required.

'Atfamily of_lark
Clendenon would
Ake to say Thank
You to the frienar
and neighbors for
kindness
tilt

Appionces

Home Furnishings
AnflOues
VOPtAri 0190ners
Sewing &Joanne'

0E10
Ha&
Wanted

HELP
WANTED

Pummels

Miller

BURIAL INSURANCE

Motorcycles
AUTO Senaces
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vons
Used Trucks
... Campers
Boats & Motors

4.a.-2:30 pa.

Seethed. Shopping
Center
753-1682

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or TritliCle
. Wont To S.
AMON' For Sore

163

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
465
49C
495
500
510
520

LICENSED Cosmotologist
Fulltime position
753 3688

Mos-Fri.
aw.4.110 paL

120
131
14
150
155

Insurance
Exterminanng
Buenos Services
HeotIng & Cooling
Sennces Offered

080
230 .
250.
290.
533

Ohn

Nodal
A WONDERFUL FAMILY
EXPERIENCE Scandinavian German high school
Students arriving August
Become a host family Call
AMERICAN INTERCULTURAL STUDENT EX•
CVHANGE
1 803 SIBLING

St bviCES

EAPtOY PAE NT

ANNOUNC
.0
C20
025
63C
340
050

Tire acloy <Shopping Guide).

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

ADJUSTMENTS

Ar
:
TOLA

(502) 435-4415

Dame*
Chilikare

tislp
Warted

Warred

DRIVERS Over the Road
conventional equipment
flats w,sides 1 year expert
ence required Stan 27 34
Benefits Call
CPU
800 444 6648

PART time with potential
for fullbme position for ex
perienced office LPN or
RN Competitive wages
Send resume to PO Box
1040 C Murray KY

DRIVERS-Opportunity to
become an owner operator
for the top truckload refrigerated carrier in
America Outstanding pay
package. guarantee. load'
unload pay, drop oft pay,
1300 mile.average length
of haul(solos average 3000
mvwk) No-down-payment
lease option plan WE
LOVE TEAMS, Students
accepted for team 2nd
seats Ask Prime drivers
about the opportunity Can
call Sunday 12-5 Prime,
Inc 800-224-4585 Dept
BA 9

PROFESSIONAL painters
with minimum of four years
experience in painting residential houses inside and
out Applicbons can be ob
tamed at Black s Decorating Center, 701 S 4th St
between 8am and 5pm
Monday through Friday

DRIVERS Top opportuni ties lox owner operators in
three fleets Relocation Sevices Blankehvrap and
High Value Products Outstanding tractor purchase
program avail Tuition free
training for inexp drivers
North American Van Lines
800-348-2147 Dept
DA 23
EARN up to $I CCO weekly
processing mail Stan now.
no experience, free supplies, free information, no
obligation, send SASE to
Lifetime. Dept 28 PO Box
39. Bangs. Texas 76823
ECK MILLER EXPANDING
need flatbed company do.,
ers All miles paid (New
Scale) life-health rider,
bonus program 23year & 1
year experience Call
8003953510
EXPERIENCED cook
needed for afternoon shift
Apply in person at
Granny s, 1006 Chestnut.
Murray
EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed Syrs experience
in all areas of construction
Job foremen for local contractor Call to set up appointment 753-0834 or
759-9835
sales ,
FULLTIME
management positions
degree
College
available
preferred sales experience
helpful but not required If
interested call 753-2685
between 8 30am 5 Opm
Mon Fri
HOLIDAY Inn now taking
applicabons for a front desk
position Apply in person
Computer experience help
ful Looking for mature, responsible person with a
flexible working schedule
LICENSED LIFE &
AGENT
HEALTH
NEEDED-Quality products
nigh commissions with advance before issue, lead
system and benefits (Must
qualify for advances & ben
Call
Oils)
1 -800-252-2581
NO experience' $500 to
5900 weekly ', potentel pro
cessing FHA mortgage reOwn hours
funds
1 501 646-0044 Est 389
24 hours
OWNER Operators
RANGER
wanted
LANDSTAR need 15
flatbed and 5 48ft van operators to pull Cinannati,
OHWEST bound freight
Long milestigh dollars
Year round For information
call 800-872 5623 or
606-525-7120
PAM S on the square
downtown Murray has a
waitress position to be
filled The, hours are
8am-3 30pro Mon Fri
Apply at 410 Man Expen
ence preferred but not
necessary
PARTTIME day & night
posibons now available at
Sub way Please apply in
person 508 N 12th
Murray
PART TIME employmentwanted immediately/all
Kentucky counties
Energeac community rep
resentatrve to coordinate
student foreign exchange
Call
program
502 8396477

REGIONAL Drivers
Wanted Based in the Indianapolis Area Excellent pay
and benefits Late model
assigned conventionals
Contact Dixie Midwest
Transortation
1-800-526-4001
WANTED dependable
kitchen help & waitresses
Call for appointment
436-5496 or 436-2524
WANTED truck drivers. la
borers, mechanic & concrete plant manager Days
615-232-7001 or nights
615-232-7771
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
into call 219-794-0010 ext
7159 8am-9pm 7 days

CAREGIVER male mature experienced, reliable.
will sithelp with sick, disabled. elderly in hospital or
home, errands grocery
shop. etc Excellent references - 753-6495 if no
answer. leave message on
answering machine and I'll
return your call

OCAL Candy Route Mint
CLEANING houses is my
operated York
business Reliable and ex- 0-Marc coin
Pats Machine
perienced references Call Peppermint
RICH' Sonyou
make
can
Linda 759 9553
vice route of 25,100 ma
I will clean homes or of- chinines Minimum Investfices Call 759 1 264
ment 3K Distributor opporavailable
WILL babysit in my home tunities
:8004772130
days some nights &
weekends 489 2883
WILL dean houses reasonable rates references
437-4064

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981
SEWING fobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061
leo
Business

Opportunity
PAY Phone Route 50 Solid
Sites (Local/Established)
51500 weekly cash flow
Must Sell Investment Required 800 955-2317 24
h,s

OFFICE or business building with adioning duplex,
1136 115 South 13th Sion
the NE corner of 13th &
Poplar Call 502 753 6001

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BOY Scout Patches
Wanted Especially order of
the arrow and patches with
WWW Send Xeroxes for
otter (214) 351 3490 Ext
3107 Dr Aldridge 8915
Harry Hines Dallas TX
75235
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901 6440679
CASH pad for good used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 121h
Murray

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2)(2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day.including the Shopper.
for 5)60 a month (poid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only 'sun a Classified Line Ac
3 days get 1 day

FREE
.
days - 2 days free, 9 days • 3 days fre!.)1

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled to
start in February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

SAVE!

Call

16
-19
753
ad.
to place your

4

MURRAY LEDGER

1
1"

app&arwal

PARTING out Chevy Ford
Dodge Detsun trucks and
cars ikeo buy cars &tucks
cash 753-4133 Murray
Recycling

lo
on of
Mira,
rerinCitreeirrOr
mesci3n bo

WANTED TO BUY Tread
mill a, excellent condition
Call 753 60130 alter 5pm

G E washer 2 speed
large capacity New trans
mission 759-9874
REFRIGERATORS $75 &
$125 stoves $100 & 6125
washers $75 & 6125 dryer
$125 Clean good condi
son 354 8528 call anytrne

10 4 FT brake Pro Two for
vinyl siding 436 2701
5FT staniess steel tat*
with drawer & 2 electric
cook skives 753 8487
8 r. RYOBI radial arm saw
with stand like new 25*
console RCA color TV
$100 489 2218

P.M
PM.

2ys

SMOKY MTN MEMO
RIES Beautiful Chapel in
Gatlinburg Weddings
simple to elegant
Photographs Flowers Vic,
oos Lodging Limo
Ordained Minister No
blood tests No waiting
I 800242 7115

MOVED Must set Large
brown sectional 6rno
old 2 enddiners & put out
$1 500 obo
bed
7599080

Sank

MOVING must sail, Lazy
Boy hide a bed couch
$120 or obo Phone
492 8603

ANTIOUES Block walnut
vanity V. length oak bed
walnut wardrobe Mani
oonditon 345 2382

Farm
Equipment

454 tH diesel tractor
900 753 4053 afte
BODY conditioner 8 toner, $3
Call 5pm
5 unites in 1
502 753 6001

ute Mint
ded York
Machine
CH Ser
100 ma
S Investor oppor 'liable

fss build
duplex
3th St on
I 13th 8
536001

BOGARD truclung and ex
cavatng inc We haul top
soil gravel, NI dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
CAMCORDER excellent
condition Call 437 4327
FRUSTRATION pencil:.
tracing figures book
marks magnets HBS Rt 1.
Hardin KY 42048

•

GARAGE door 16X7
steel Call 502 7536001
MATTRESSES any size
Buy factory direct, Ask about our Repads, Smith Mat
Factory
tress
502-851 3160

piece 0
753-9433

'etches
y order of
ches with
roxes for
1490 Ext
8915
illas TX

le home
36-2578,

kid used
and pisSporting
; 12th

FOR sale last chance for
AK 47s 8 SKS s with milled
receivers 753 8738
GUNS 8 ammo motorcy
de helmets W0114 boots &
camping supplies Jerry s
Sporting Goods 6th 8 Wal
nut Mayfield KY
INDOOR ski exerciser
good buy 759 4045 home
762 2086 work
210
Firewood

MERLE Norman & Uptown
Girl Boutique 814 Main St
Benton KY 527-8899 has
new beaded & sequined
prom dresses for rent or
sale We also have tuxedo
rentals A most formal wear

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

NEW metal siding & roof
mg Cover 36- cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
it available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

Muskat

NICE tv tower. 3511 with
rotating antenna (still
standing) best offer
489-2333
PURPLE MARTIN BIRDHOUSES FOR SPRING
DELIVERY Ship any
where Aluminum. hinged
doors guard rails, telescoping pole VISAAIC
information
Free
1-800-869-2828 COATES
MANUFACTURING INC>
Shreveport L A
SAUNA, dry heat with a
Call
vibrating bed
502-753-6001
SUNOUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
Commercial-Home Units
From $199 Lamps
Lotions•Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197
SUN tanning beds new 8
used financing available
Parts. service 8 supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
9 2 7 4
7 5 3
1-800-540-9790

SEASONED firewood for
sale 530.rick 436-2458
220

John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk 753-9600
2/0
Miscellenecus
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
CHURCH WEDDING
Smoky Mountains Gatlin bug Chapels (Since 1980)
No tests No Waiting,
Photograpy Music. Flowers, Vdeography, Receptions, Limousines Honeymoon Suites (Fireplaces.
Heart-Shaped Jacuzzis)
Christian Ceremony Rev
Ed Taylor 1-800-346-2779

I 2 3130 apes Furnished
very nice new MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
Pets
days 753-0606 altar 5pm
BR near MSU applianoes
furnished Coleman RE
7539898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4100
28R duplex &pottiness
tenoed back yard Available
March ist $410mo deposit references 492 8393

K T I and Assocztes otter
rig a tut line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

Mobile
For Sale

MORNS

10.50 GOOD condition
$1800 Fully furnished
492 8714
t2X65 1971 25r 2 bath tor
sale or trade 753 9866
12x60 2BR gas heat For
sale or trade 435 4477

21311 townhouse new spa
oous all appliances includ
ing washer & dryer
:53 4573

14X65 2 LARGE bed
rooms 2 full baths excel
lent condition service pole
$8 900 328 8204
1972 HOWARD Johnson
mobile 12X60 Must be
Reasonable
moved
753-7376
1977 SKYLINE 14X70 3br
11, bath stove rehigera
tor central ha,$7 200
Must be moved 527 0900
1993 16X60 2br 2 bath
may belch on lot In Panar
ama Shores 436 5773
1993 CUSTOM built 16X 70
2br 2 baths Jacuzzi bath
Set up with underpinning
2 outbuildings at A I For
Meadows 753 5350
ATTENTION SELLERS
BUYERS mobile home
loans 1976 and newer
from Green Tree Finanoal
Relinancing available
Fast kendly service For
call
application
1 800 221 8204

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
horse electric services 200
amp 5375 100 amp $325
435-4027
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles,
doubles Financing available Clean late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corporation/Kentucky
or
606-223 1010
1 800 221 8204

A CHAPEL IN THE
WOODS Be marred in a
beautiful log chapel in the
woods Gatlinburg No
blood test or waiting period'
Specials , SAVE BIG BUCKS on
Spring
Quality Built Energy Etti
1 BOO 729 4365
cient Manufactured
A PERFECT WEDDING in Homes' One of Tenses
the original Smoky Moun- see's LARGEST 8 OLD.
tain Wedding Chapels
EST Dealers' Dinkins MoComplete arrangements- bile Homes, Inc Hwy 79E,
very reasonable Photos Paris TN 1-800-642-4891
music flowers, videos,
limo cabins, receptions In TRAILER 14X60
Dollywood Country , nm
1-800-262-5683

A The Annual Gigantic Consignment
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

SAT.,MARCH 12, 1994
9:00 A.M. — Regardless, 01 Weather

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD, KY!!
* THE EXTRAVAGANZA OF THE YEAR *

A

IF YOU HAVE MACHINERY TO SELL
DON'T MISS THE EVENT OF TNE YEAR!

E

Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds
On Wednesday, Thursday, Or Friday,
March 91h, 101h, 11th For Check-In.

SATURDAY, MARCH 12,19114
AN UNBELIEVABLE AUCTION EVENTII

JAMES R. CASH
r.mie

300

CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO HAYFIELD, KY.

CALL NOW! CONSIGN EARLY!

N

NATURAL gas heater
$1 50
2 2 500 BTU
753-4053 after 5pm

THE AUCTIONEER

FANCY FARM, KY

PHONE 502-623-8466

Business
Rentals
CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753 4509

4

800 2200S0 ft
RE 7539896

Coleman

DOWNTOWN office
space Court Square
upstairs beginning at $100
includes wadies Call De
bby at 753 1266
RETAIL or °Moe Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

58 ACRES prime develop
men t property southwest of
Must s•II ,
Murray
759-9247

2811 upstairs appliances &
water furnished $285 mo
plus deposit 489 2296
4811 2 bath apts available
tor Jan occupancy Centel
n a applicances furnished
Located on Diuguid Cole
man RE 753 9898
EFFICENCY apartment
water 8 garbage paid
$100 ino 753 5980
EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEWLY constructed 1 8
2br apartment near MSU
Call 753 0472

4BR, 2 bath. hrtly furnished.
lakefront. deck whirlpool
tub weekly or monthly
Coleman RE
rates
753 9898
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3br 2 bath brick $650/mo
lease 8 deposit required
753 4109
SMALL 31x house near the
university furnished or un
furnished $265 mo plus
deposit 21& duplex at 411
N 5th appliances furnished $265 mo plus deposit 492-8225

CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 540(mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905

MIXED hay Matta Ti
mothy 8 Fescue Square
bales 345-2196
STRAW for sale Racer
Coastal Store 10th &
Chestnut 753 0858

NICE duplex 2br central
hra appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
NICE new apartment lo
catod on MSU campus
2br fully furnished includ
,ng washer 8 dryer Water
paid, $400,mo plus deposit
753-9650
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended. between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

AKC Golden Retrievers
Shots 8 wormed Males
$150 Females $125 Dam,
sire on premises
436 5671 No answer
leave message
AVA S Aviary, 515 S 7th St
KY 42071
Murray
759-4119 Hours Evenings
1 30 6 00
630,Sat
after
Sun 12 00 500 Birds
seed toys accessories

HAVE an obedient sate
SUMMER'S coming beau, dog for show or home
taut lake duplex boat ramp. Classes or ornate lessons
each 2br, w-d hook up. Serving Murray for over
15min from Murray Top 12yrs 436 2858
$350-mo bottom $275 mo
527 9639
PART Huskie part chow
TAKING applications for
$25-es 0 left 753 4249
section 8 rent subsidized
PEG S Dog Grooming
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap accessi 753-2915
ble Equal Housing Oppor
Basset puppy
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts WANTED
ask
or call Please call 753 2334
Hardie, Ky
Marilyn or Laurel
for
502-437-4113
VERY nice 2br 2 bath duplex appliances furnished
central gas heat 8 air,
$475/mo 1 mo deposit, 1
yr lease No pets Call
753-2905

Rooms
For Rent
1614 OLIVE all utilities
furnished kitchen 8 living
room privileges Coleman
RE 753-9898

15. PRIME acres on Coles
Campground Rd Option
available on 30 additional
acres with road frontagc
Principals only Call Lou at
753 6869
53 ACRES On Cherry Cot
ner Rd 7 miles from Mur
Call
ray, $40 000
753-3625

FOR SALE

38R 'bath brick home 13
miles Southeast of Murray
$50000 759 1352

CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Low WANK co site
security 753-3293 after
6pim

2BR house on So 701 St
$350/mo lease & deposit
required 753-4109

2BR no pets 2 docks from
$215 mo
campus
753 5980

Mobile
Horne Lots For Rent

will
led
Ito
re-

2EIR brick. carport 11
bath central hie ap
pliances yard maim@
ranee included No pets
S400 Deposit & refer
Alter 5pm
•nc•s
753 6397

2BR duplex available Feb
15th on Northwood Dr
753 5731 or 759 4686

GATLINBURG Summit
3rd Night Free-Except Holi2to
days. fireplace, balcony
Mobile
kitchen, clubhouse poolHomes For Rent
jacuzzis Honeymoon SpeSWIMMING pool distribu
tor Must sell its entire in- cials] Individual units re- 14X70 3br, 2 bath jus
ventory of new 1993 huge nted by Schweigert Enter- emodeled in Panarama
19'X31 family size swim- prises Free Brouchure Shores 436-5773
ming pools now only $988 1-800-242-4853, (205)
2BR furnished at Grogan s
complete with sundeck, 988•5139
$165/mo with lease 8 de
fence, 8 filter 100°4 financENBuy
759-2570
KILL ROACHES!
posit
ing , Act fast while supplies
FORCER OverNite Roach or753-3860
last, Call now toll free
Spray or OverNite Pest
Grogan 8 Mobile
1-800-759-6058 ask for
Control Concentrate 2BR
Village Appliances
Sam
Makes 2 gallons Kills Home
furnished Colewater
8
VACATION certificates roaches overnight or your
753 9898
man
RE
Round Trip airfare only money back GUARAN550(ea Hawaii, Florida, TEED' Available at Coast 28R stove 8 refrigerator
Bahamas Mexico Hotel to Coast 604 N 12th St furnished gas central ha
space must be purchased Murray KY
$200- mo $200 deposit
firm 12 miles east of Mum
must be used by March 15
OLD—
WEDDINGS
436-5553 759-1320
ray, Hwy 94 di 497
FASHIONED Candlelight
474-2100
Mountain
ceremonies
WEIGHT LOSS GUARAN
TEED, Burn fat, suppress Chapel overlooking river, SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
your appetite, increase near Gatlinburg Every- electric or gas Walking dis
your metabolism Only thing provided Accommo- lance to college 753-5209
$1995 Call Wholesale dations Romantic CAR- TWO mobile homes on the
Pharmaceuticals for infor- RIAGE RIDE Cabins Ja- lake in Panorama Shores
mation 1-800-340-3438 cuzzis or Hot Tubs Charge Both 2br, 1 bath One is
COD(Visa,Mastercard, Cards accepted HEART- 5200(mo, the other
American Express LAND 1-800 448 VOWS $165,mo Call 753.2249 af(8697)
Accepted
ter 5pm

as

1130 house 250mo Good
No pets
location
498 8977

28R duplex central hia all
appliances $395 mo
753 9302 after 4pm

270

Unica,
Meted

Rol
hams

Apnoeas
Fa Raid

FREE brochure, Lakefront
& acreage land bargain on
crystal dear Norris Lake in
Northeast Tennessee
Nicely wooded spectacular
views, Paved roads Excel
lent knanang Buy direct
from developer(owner &
save thousands, Call Norris
days
7
Shores
File
800 488 4883
.0-0701948 166D

Soon plic

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATI-01s
and KOHLER
Service Center

iCebOxakit'

Opening For Business Feb. 21s1

Lamb's Small Engine
101 industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

Real Estate Auction
5 miles East in Grove Heights
Saturday, February 19 1 p.m.
TWO LOTS
L011-019 inGroveHeights 100 plus' x 215'
Lot 2— 100' x 215' Wooded East of Lot 019
20% down day of sale, balance wrihin 30 days
or with deed

Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson.
Broker

Dan Miller, Associate
and Auctioneer

Phone 753-3263

981 FORD 1 ton dually 5
5ti
passenger s
wheel pul i
-

William
Duncan
Building
Contractor

ex _eis

auto SC

tan 436 5811 or 436 207 t
atter 6pirn
1984 BMW 3181 2dir auto
excellent shape $5 000 or
trade for Blazer or Subur
ban 502 753 2260

1987 MAZDA B2000 a
cassette Si beCaner
box 13 250 489 2704 an
ter Spin

1984 OLDS Toronado
loaded 759 4683 after
12noon

1987 TOYOTA extra cab
4X4 70 XXX miles alumi
num rims stereo p1a
bit gray, extra clean Ash
,fig $6 700 oloo 436-2766

Close-Out On

1992 JEEP Cherokee 4X4
loaded 32 XXX miles
$16 900 753 4424
753 3632

All 1993 New
And GM
Program Cars
No Reasonable
Offer Refused;

Boyd
GOLF course
County KY 18 holes 5
years old irrigated dub
house maintenance build
mg Brook Wells Enter
prises. Realtor Ashland
(606) 329 8000
LAKE
KENTUCKY
CLOSEOUT SALE. LAK)
HOMESITES
ACCESS
Acre, was $19,900, now
$9 800 11 acres was
$8 900 now $6900 Got
geous lake development,
Drastically reduced prices
On remaining parcels, Ere
terms Hurry for best selec
ton Call 1 800 858 1323
Woodland Acres

1985 325E BMW 78,XXX
miles !maculate $6 000
489-2704 after 6pm

ROBERTS Realty Cato
way County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651, Syca
more and 12th St

, in Southwes
LOT 8 1,
Villa Subdivision 150X140
trees all utilities available
Call 502 753 6001

50 ACRES halt tillable, hal
oung timber good road
east of Murray $37.500
terms 759 1922 owner

2811 1 bath with storage
building 11 Miles from
town on Hwy 94 W
435 4560
ATTENTION Veterans
Home loans to purchase or
1 00%
refinance
purchases,90% refinances
up to $144,000 Phone
Clarence Phillips Mortgage
Company
1 615 684 1(129
BRICK duplex 2br central
heat A air all appliances
yrs old in Northwood
1
753-9302 attr Apm
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3br, 1"-O bath brick ranch
Eat in kitchen formal dining room living room,
family RIBITNicith 4 bay
window Centre gas heat
air wall-to wall carpet.
ceiling fans Jacuzzi Lot
75x150 adjacent lot avail
able Walk to banks di shoppeg Priced to sell mid
$70 s Call for appt
753-4359

LOOK at price and sizes
How about 6br 3 baths,
living room, den large
kitchen 8 lots of closets
Edge of city limas and only
$89 900 See this one
soon Fresh on the market
thru Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLS* 5450
REDUCED, Immediate
possession Southwest
school district 3br. 2 bath
eat in kitchen dinmg room
Deck & shop 759-9359
RELAX ti enjoy the view of
KY Lake from this new 4br.
2 bath, horse with abundant
storage areas including
walk in closets Affordably
priced in the $80s Contact
Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLS• 5279
TWO story 3br 24 bath
brick home with carport
Located in Whitnell Estates This lovely home has
a large Irving room/dining
room complex as well as a
large kitchen and family
room with fireplace The
master bedroom has a
large bathroom remark in
closet Two bedrooms are
conceded by a large bath
room and one bedroom has
a walk in closet The par
tatty finished aMC a perfect
tor a workroom or play
room The outside a sur
roweled by beauty Must
see to believe Shown by
appointment only
753 4370

474-8267
11 itA Hauling moving
dean up odd jobs tree
trimming tree removal
mulch hauling Free est
Tim Lamb
mates
436 5744

1985 TOPAZ 98K miles
excellent condition am tm
cassette ac Ask $3 500
492-8594 after 5pm
1986 BUICK Skylark 4dr
minor body damage
$1 650 435 4294
1986 NISSAN Contra, red
4dr $1 150 437-4240 Or
753 8469
1988 CHEVROLET Cele
bray auto pis pb ac
stereo new tires. 51 XXX
miles Clean car $3,250
502 875 4050 (dealer)
1988 TOYOTA Supra,
white 59.XXX miles, good
condition, all power, alarm,
$8 200. obo 753-7636
leave message

351T 1988 JAYCO desig
net 5th wheel nice
$17000 1986 Landel pon
loon boat 20ft 50hp Mer
ziury $3,750 492 8360

Boats
& Motors

1990 FORD Taurus
Loaded except power win
does V6, grey on grey
with red interior Nice 1
owner car. $4,750
502 875 4050 (dealer)

1988 20FT Cuddy Cabin
Bayliner Small black
Chevy with OMC outdrive
skies 8 life jackets boat in
excellent condition $8 500
obo 759 4618
NEEDED good used boats
8. motors for sale on cosign
rnent No sale no charge
4365464 Wayne Darnell
Marine repair 8 miles out ot
Murray on Hwy 121 S

At IA leaf raking 8 mulch
wig light hauling 436 2528
ask !Of Mark

Al AL S hauling yard
work, tree removal mow
ing Free estimates
759 1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495
ALL gutters 8 leaves
cleaned Leaf pickup &
hauling Call David Bailey
at Sarfari Lawn Care
753 6986
ALPHA Builders Careen
try, remodeling porches
roofing. concrete drive
ways, painting, mainly
nance, etc Free estimates,
489 2303

WOOD WORKS

'8i8n6
Computer Cut Vinyl Logos arid Letters. Custom
Banners. Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs Vehicle
Lettering, Plexiglass Signs, Window Lettering, Real
Estate Signs, Office Signage. Ofeebrw and Advertising
Posters Sandblasted Redwood Signs. Architectural
Signs. Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze Plaques. Trade
Show SkarLs-Displays, Any Custom Wood Works

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard & Visa

1990 LUMINA Euro 4dr
slate gray Nice car ,
382 2678

Protect Your Number One Investment

!

1992 BUICK Roadmaster,
garage kept, 29,XXX miles.
still under factory warranty,
p-'w,p1, cruise, blt. ABS.
airbag 350 V-8 with 25.
MPG on highway
753-3304
1993 NISSAN Maxima sun
roof Bose compact disc
cassette stereo auto climate control eV dseats
p s excellent condition
489 2335

Al, AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
ing Free estimates
759 1683

1987 BOMBER Croppy
mate with 90hp Johnson
motor 489-2394

1989 CELEBRITY Station
wagon blue on blue auto
a c am fm Runs and
drives great $3.500
Frankfort
Phone
or
502 8 7 5 4 0 50
502 875-1844 (dealer)
1989 OLDS 98 Regency
61 XXX miles excellent
condition $7,300 obo
492 8684

1 1 1 A Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal dean
ing out sheds attics 8 odd
jobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

528

JIM DAY PAINTING
8
PAPERHANGING
Nei Eerie's • Truseroarry
7151341131

axasorable

,

1-1•01J idea

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

CAMERO 1986 VS arc,
am -fm stereo 89 XXX
miles $2600 753 2479
REPOS 8 company eats*
tire cars 1988 Lincoln
Town Car 1990 GMC 1500
Sierra SL pickup 1983
Porsche 944 First Trust
Corp 502-753 7958

CUSTOM WOO N CA Wet ix,
CUSTOM WOODwOPKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
&
KItChen & Bath Cabinets
6,M.
00
,
7
,
:hoov
sessaoye(Our,
x,y az1,,,sr
4co- sDroapuot,

....., /14
It
Vans

FOR sale by owner Extra
nice 2.4 yr old cabin on 4
wooded lots in Calloway
Co Suitable home for small
family 1 4 miles from Cy
press Springs Marina Must
see to appriciate
1 554 4776 or 436-5903

small

Campers

753-5315
1300/121 Bypass
1-800455-5315

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges II
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 Or stop
by office at 711 Main St

Experienced builder
of houses, garages,
pole barns & storage buildings Also
remodeling Call for
estimates no lob
too large or too

SIO

Purdom
Motors, Inc.

Murray, KY - 225 acres, rolling

and wooded. Hwy. 444 & 918,
near Kentucky Lake, will consider contract terms.
Call Tom Crumpton
1-219-769-7123
Fax 1-219-769-5678

11
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TIMES

UH

1989 DODGE Grand Cara
van SE one owner, grey on
grey. 109,000 highway
miles Excellent condition
Asking $6,750 Phone
502 227-2760
1990 FORD Aero Star E X T
47xxx miles one owner,
fully loaded extra nice
7515539, 75330509

,---, ,,Is•,
---iik„
"
41fiNtilmmemele".'

,
GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
ii

Sart

Used
Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET dually
454 flatbed, good condi
non Call after 5pm
474 2111

104 N 13th St
753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
Interior and Exterior
Residential 8. Commercial
PROMPT
PROFESSIONAL

4-

LICENSED
AND
IN R

Estate Auction
Real Estate Auction

Saturday, February 19th at 10 a.m. selling for the
estate of Mr. HI. Rogers. From Murray, Ky. take
121 So. thru New Concord to New Mt. Carmel
Church, turn left.
Tract One: A 0.337 tract of land at the intersection of
Cypress Cove Road and Morgan Boat Dock Rd. and
Kline Rd.
Tract Two: Lot #3 shown in plat 2 of H.B. Bailey on Ky.
Lake, Deed Book 121 Page 309.
Terms: 20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days
with passing of deed_
Thts auction held jointly with Wayne Wilson Real
Estate. Wayne Wilson Broker, So. 12th St., Murray,
K . 753-3263.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144 • Lynn Grove, Ky.

•
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.•

•
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1E1 Soden

MM.

American astronauts take
oatmeal with them to Russia

knees

Omd
11:11:41.
,ANTENNA Repwr and in C & C NURSERY 'The
do
—salaam Fleplaion or install Day* People' We novo
"
perennial gardens land
quakty Channel Master an
tennis rotors and anise scaP09 5Immf^9
kers Beasley s Antenna cleanups yard work it uric
Buchanan
tor work Cal Charlie &
S•rvice
Cincli T Limbo* 753 2943
901 642 4077
Chlm Chimney
CHIN
relinishing
furANTIOUE
has 10% senior
niture repair & custom Sweeps
We sell
discounts
citizen
woodworking 753-8066
chimney caps and screens
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
435 4191
Factory rained by 3 mayor
manufacturers All work COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
and parts warranted Ask
Wulff s Recovery Murray
la Andy at The Appliance
436 5560
Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436-5848

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooing Service Corn
Pete installation and tier
Call Gary at
vice
759-4754

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair replace
mere 759 1515

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
tems 354 8161 after 4pm

BACKHOE Service corn
plate foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Ma
sooty Phone 492-8516
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664
B&G Maintenance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
Bill 759 4490
BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753 1134 or
teed
436 5832
CARPET installation 30
plus years experience
commericial and residential vinyl tile berber Work
guaranteed Measures and
repairs Call 474 2131 or
437-4543
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664
CUSTOM bush hogging
& tilling (up to Ei'deep)
489 2995

DRYWALL finishing repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric.
Inc Service, sales and installation (502) 435-4699.
435-4327
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References available 436 2060
GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding paint
irig Free estimates 18
years experience L'ecal re
terences 436-2701
HEATING Roc Hall Heat
mg, Cooling and Electric
Co Service, unit replacement and complete install
tion Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699
MILITARY Retiree
Champus supplement will
pay the 25% allowed plus
100% of all excess
charges For brochure call
1 800 627,2824 ext 259

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING 'Serving Calloway Co
Carpets
for 22 years
Upholst•ry Em•rgency
water removal 753-5827
LICENSED tor electric and
gas 753-7203
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dotes vinyl flooring
436-2052
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crew Free estimates C
474 2307
SEWING machine repay
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-548A
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9-12 15
Mon Fri 753-0530
WILL babysit St 'hour
436-2903
WINDOW A door repair
20yrs experience
753-2330

FREE puppies Will be me
dium size dogs 753-9873
FREE to a good home
Beautiful lab puppies 7
black 1 chocolate Call
436-2778

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
Master Card

Murray's Quick Recall Team

MMS's Quick Recall Team
places first in competition
Several Murray Middle School
students took part in the district
academic compeUtion for the Kentucky Govemor's Cup. Murray's
Quick Recall Team placed first
overall.
David
members are
Team
Crouch, Bryan Dennison, Annie
DeMeo, Nathan Hughes, Amy
McKeel, Kisen
Mangla, Joey
Nathu, Cheri Riedel, Mark Stockton, and Heather Van Volkinburg.
The Future Problem Solving Team
of Autumn Alcott, Adam Bannik,
Ellen Carpenter, Brad Simmons,
and Enka Wolff, placed second.

Individual honors went to Mark
Stockton, third in math and third in
general knowledge, David Crouch.
second in social studies and third in
science; Brad Simmons, third in
social studies; Wesley Hart, second
in science; Mau Brown, third in
language arts; Nathan Hughes,
fourth in language arts: and Ellen
English
in
Carpenter, fourth
composition.
All winners will take part in the
regional contest, scheduled for next
weekend in Greenville, Kentucky,
Donna Keller is the coach of the
team.

Grand jury indicts two
for failing to pay taxes
TOMPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A grand jury on Wednesday
indicted the Monroe County
Judge-executive and property valuation administrator for failing to
pay property taxes.
A former county clerk was also
indicted.
A Franklin County grand jury
returned the indictments against
Monroe County Judge-Executive
Mitchell Page, Monroe County
Property Valuation Administrator
Jerry Hume and former Monroe
County Court Clerk Larry J.
Pitcock.
Capt. Gary Lusher of the Ken-

tucky State Police special upicstigations unit in Bowling Green
said Hume and Pitcock are
charged with tampering with a
statewide computer system that
records the tax liability of vehicles. Page is charged with complicity to tampering.
The three also are accused of
willfully failing to pay taxes.
None of the men could be
reached for comment.
The indictments were issued in
Franklin County because the
investigation was handled
through the state Attorney General's office.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

753-1916

Call Us Today!

Detective Work Works Well
HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY. F'EBRI..3..14-1' 18. 1994
(For sirur personalized daily Jessie Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of ivinh. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE offered by others. It could have
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: merit.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Strive for increased knowledge and
Original ideas receive a wami welexperiences. Traveling in late spring
will give sou a completely different come now-. Pay more attention to
perspective. Be kinder to yourself. your wardrobe. Executive types are
influenced by a professional appearToo much self-criticism can be cripance. Look the part! Romance could
pling. July will bong a pay raise or
financial gift. Attached or single, seek you out. Know your own heart.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Let
your love life will accelerate in the
others help you in drawing up plans
fall. Changes in a partnership are
as well as carrying them out. You
iney itable. Do not abandon your
will need all the diplomacy you can
ideals in the name of convenience.
muster when dealing with a sensiCELEBRITIES BORN ON
tive co-worker or adviser. Avoid
THIS DATE: Cosmopolitan editor
sounding ungrateful.
Helen Gurley Brown. actor John
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Travolta. "Wheel of Fortune" star
Going with the flow at work will
Vanna White, classical guitar legend
result in positive changes. Other
Andres Segos is.
people get your message loud and
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
clear. A talk about teaming up leads
Self-control will work to your
to a powerful alliance. Accept inv i;advantage today. Someone may
tattoos.
encourage you to make snap deciSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
sions. Common sense tells you to
21): Extra stress at work may lead
examine your options more carefulyou to vent your frustrations at family members. Apologize promptly
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
and make amends. Quiet hobbies are
Interaction with influential people
favored this weekend, Socializing
brings delightful employment gains
can wait.
or new prestige. Tend to home
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
repairs. An unusual fitness routine
19): Financial backing is easier to
suits vou to a tee.
obtain now. A special cause gets the
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: A
green light when you commit yourgood day's work will impress those
self totally. Clean up at home or
in charge and bring additional finanreduce clutter at work. Romance
cial compensation. Try out new prolooks thrilling..
duction ideas. You are more artistic
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
than you think.
You may not see a job sititition
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
clearly today. Keep a close watch on
Good news arrives today! Make the
your co-workers. Alone or behind
most of an uneypected opportunity.
the scenes, you will do well. Try to
Perform your work duties in good
patch up differences with loved
spirits. cooperating with others.
Romance is a waiting game, do not
try to rush things.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): It is
time to expand your base of operations. One last push will bnng negotiations to a successful conclusion.
Make a caretul study of an idea

ones.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
You are adept at launching new projects. Shortcuts will not work. News
from abroad provides valuable
inspiration. Discussing shared values will promote family unity.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are blessed with high intelligence and abundant
energy Impatient to see progress. these Aquanans tend to lose their temper
when there are delays or setbacks They hate being supervised and may
rebel drrring their teen years Concerned parents will lay down ground rules
hut let these generally responsible youngsters have as much freedom as possible At heart. thes are nonvonformists — eager to live according to their
own steals The an world otfers them the greatest career opportunities
hey rell.ng ix,o Srur,iixi rode, and cvr,
tKNI and opined ,oen or kane INeon
order a
plan $1 prow PO handling
ev Ho. Adenborr rier Herr ora herd Your Pine in Cend Plan rend $4
Merl PO Bov 419242 Kansas i rta .4n 44141 %WeJail, rt.PP
.xi Dwon iv Ander.. and
%Merl
Areterws end

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4 A 107
•Q
• K 1065
+10984
EA.ST.
WEST
4 .1 96 5
•KQ82
IP .1 9 7 4 2
•AK 108 5 3
•Q 8 3
•4
+5
+72
SOUTH
.4
V6
• A .1 972
4 AK
63
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
1•
4V
Me
1+
6+
Pass
5+
Opening lead— king of hearts.
There is a lot of detective work
used at the bridge table. For example,
consider this deal from a team-offour match where at both tables the
contract was Rile clubs and declarer
had to guess the diamond position to
make the slam.
At the first table, where the bidding went as shown (North's double
was of the "negative" variety), West
led the king of hearts and shifted to
the king of spades.
Declarer won with the ace and,in
order to learn how the spades were
divided — which in turn might help
him decide how to play the diamonds
— he ruffed a spade high at trick

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — They're puss .d traveling
light. But foi this trip — a space
program first — th:y sant to be
prepared.
When astronauts Norman Thagard and Bonnie Dunbar leave
next week for a year of cosmonaut training an Russia, they'll be
taking along some of tne comforts of home.
For Thagard, 50, a physician
who designs amplifiers in his
spare time, that means a stereo.
TV and VCR.
For Dunbar. 44, a biomedical
engineer, that means a tool kit,
batteries, film, and — ois):is —
instant oatmeal.
"There are no 7-lc-.m itores
user there," Duntar tixii!ained
Tuesday.
Thagard and Dunba are the
first Americans assigned to Russia's cosmonaut trailing pr3gram.
It's pan of the same agreement
that had Russian cosmonaut
Serpi Knkaley flying last week
on space shuttle Discovery'.
Under the astronaut-cosmonaut
exchange program, Thagard will
he rocketed into orbit aboard a
Russian Soyuz in March 1995
and will spend three months on
Russia's space station Mir, conducting mostly medical experiments. Dunbar is his backup.
... Neither . volunteered to_ go.
NASA asked them, and they happily obliged.
"Being the first American to
ly in the Russian program offsets
iny disadvantages," Thagard said
Tuesday.
"Since I'll have toy family
there, the thing I would miss
most won't be missing," he
added.
Only about a dozen or so of
the 100 astronauts expressed a
strong desire to go to Russia;
many- were reluctant for family
reasons. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
announced its final selection on
Feb. 3.
The Russian Space Agency is
handling all the arrangements,
just as NASA did for Krikalev
and his backup, Russian cosmonaut Vladimir Titov, when the
two arrived at Johnson Space
Center in Houston in 1992.
Thagard and Dunbar, who plan

to leave Monday, will have their
own furnished apartments at the
cosmonaut quarters in Star City
Just outside Moscow. That's quite
a change from the early 1970s
when the Soviet Union built a
high-security hotel in Star City
for occasional visits by the three
American astronauts assigned to
the 1975 Apollo-Soyuz docking
mission and their NASA
entourage.
Thagard will be joined by his
wife, Rex, a teacher, and their
youngest son. Daniel, 14, as soon
as school is out. Dunbar's husband, astronaut Ronald Sega,
who's just back from space, will
visit as often as he can: they have
no children.
Dunbar anticipates there will
be "a lot of rough edges to
smooth out just because it's a
new program." Identifying those
rough edges will be an important
part of their job — four American astronauts are to follow Thagard to Mir and up to 10 shuttleMir dockings are planned before
the two countries start building a
Joint space station in 1997.
Thagard and Dunbar expect
language to be their biggest challenge. even though they have
been studying Russian since
1992.
Living in a country with political and economic instability
doesn't worry them. Neither does
spending three months in space.
Thagard, a four-time shuttle
flier, has never spent more than
eight days in space at a time.
Dunbar's longest space trip, her
third, lasted 13 days.
"Three months is not so terribly long," Thagard said. "If we
were talking a year, I'd probably
have different thoughts about it."
But even a three-month trip
has its drawbacks.
Like all cosmonauts, Thagard
will have to spend two hours
exercising every day aboard Mir
to help prevent the flabby muscles common to weightlessness.
He avoided exercise on the
shuttle because he hated not
being able to wash up afterward.
There are no showers or tubs
in space, no matter which ship.
"I guess I'll put aside those
misgivings and do the exercise,"
Thagard said.

Issue of casino gambling
beginning to lose speed

three, led a low trump to the eight,
ruffed another spade high, led a low
trump to the nine, and ruffed
dummy's last spade.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
These exploratory moves proved
The prospect of casinos in Kenvery fruitful. Oeclarer learned that
dimmer on Wednesday.
West had started with four spades, tucky got
two clubs, and — judging from the . The influential and respected
bidding — either six hearts and one chairman of the Keeneland Assodiamond or five hearts and two dia- ciation said the Lexington track
opposed casino gambling.
monds.
"We feel at this time that it
How to play the diamonds there- would be injudicious, incompatifore became a question of which of ble and injurious" to allow casithese two hands West was more likely no gambling, said James E.
to hold originally:
"Ted" Bassett.
1.•KQ82 V AK????•4+72
Bassett said Keeneland studied
72
•
(14
•
2.•K(182 V AK???
the issue for several months and
was
West
that
decided
Declarer
concluded casinos on riverboats
more likelx.to have the first hand
was not a real threat.
because,wins the second hand. West
"We're not going to cave in to
might have doubled one club rather
a hypothetical threat of a mythithan bid one heart. So South led a
Bassett told the
low diamond to the king and finessed cal armada,"
the nine on the way back to bring House Tourism Development and
Energy Committee.
home the slam.
Bassett's colleagues among
Oddly enough,at the second table
the bidding and play followed ex- Kentucky race tracks are the
actly the same course. Both declar- primary moving force behind a
ers thus made the slam, proving that proposal to amend Kentucky's
conscientious detective work and constitution to allow casino gamsound judgment often point the way bling. Keeneland had been quietly, neutral until Wednesday, but
to success.

the split in the ranks is a big
problem.
Among other things, the proposal by Kentucky to the Front to
pay some S150 million in taxes in
advance to the state counted on
Keeneland generating $11.8 million of that total with a casino
there.
Committee chairman Rep. Rex
Smith, D-Grand Rivers, also said
Wednesday he would vote against
any legislation that would allow
casino gambling.

Keep Up The
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Recycle This
Newspaper
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Feb. 17th. the 48th day of 1994 There are 317
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight an History•
Thirty years ago, on Feb. 17th, 1964, the U.S. Supreme Court
issued its "one man, one vote" decision, ruling that congressional
districts within each state had to be roughly equal in population.
On this date:
In 1801, the U.S. House of Representatives broke an electoral tie
between Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr, electing Jefferson president. Burr became vice president.
In 1817, a street in Baltimore became the first to be lighted with
gas from America's first gas company.
In 1865, Columbia. S.C.. burned as the Confederates moved out and
Union forces began moving in. (It's never been determined which side
set the blaze.)
In 1897. the forerunner of the National PTA, the National Congress
of Mothers, was founded in Washington.
In 1972, President Nixon departed Washington D.C. on his histonc
trip to China.
In 1988, Lt. Col. William Higgins, an American officer serving
with a United Nations truce monitoring group, was kidnapped in
southern Lebanon (he was later slain by his captors).
In 1992. serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer was sentenced in Milwaukee
to life in prison.
Ten years ago: President Reagan sent legislation to Congress calling
for quadrupling military aid for El Salvador to nearly S244 million
dollars.
Five years ago: Iranian president Ali Khamenei said Salman Rushdie, author of "The Satanic Verses," could save himself from a death
sentence pronounced by Ayatollah Khomeini if he were to apologize
for his book, which was regarded as blasphemous.
One year ago: President Clinton addressed a joint session of Congress, asking Americans to accept one of the biggest tax increases in
history as part of a plan to curb massive budget deficits and stimulate
the economy. An overcrowded ferry carrying up to 1,500 people sank
off Haiti; only 285 people were known to have survived.
Today's Birthdays: Margaret Truman Daniel is 70. Actor Hal Holbrook is 69. Actor Alan Bates is 60. Football Hall-of-Famer Jim
Brown is 58. Actress Mary Ann Mobley is 55. Retired basketball
player Michael Jordan is 31.
Thought for Today: "The passion for setting people right is in itself
an afflictive disease." — Marianne Moore, American poet
(1887-1972).
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Ten years ago
A fire believed to have been
electrical in nature caused mayor
damage to the interior of a cleanup shop on South Third Street
this morning. The building was
owned by Joe Pat Lee.
Murray High School has been
chosen as one of four nominees
from Kentucky to participate in
1983-84 Secondary School Recogniton Program, according to
Alice McDonald, state superintendent of public instruction.
Kent E. Eversmyer of Murray
is a member of the 20-piece band
for the 46th annual Campus
Lights at Murray State Feb. 16 to
19. A senior engineenng student,
he is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers beat St. Mary's in a
basketball game. Beth Hooks was
high scorer for Calloway.

Twenty years ago
Workers are pictured loading
the first freight car to be used at
the Fisher-Price Toy Plant at the
freight loading dock.
Regina Bumph's was crowned
as Black History Week Queen at
Murray High School. Attendants
were Willie Nelle Reed, Becky
Young and Kim Catlett.
Michele Richardson, Amanda
Buice, Jana Jones, Linus Kodman, Martha McMillen, Mona
McCuiston and Sally Matarazzo,
members of Murray High School
Band, have been named to the
1974 Kentucky All-State Band at
Louisville, April 17-19.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Barnes, Jan.
30; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Gregory, Feb. 2; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Taylor and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Howard,
Feb. 5; a girl to Mr and Mrs

DEAR ABBY I think -realesead the letter from -Depressed
Daughter- when she wrote.about
her mother's constant negativity.
Your advice to try to bring her
mother -up" by taking her to a movie, etc.. won't work Her mother
of her own. She
lives in a we
likes to he negative. In fact, she
Would be ruined if she couldn't discount and denigrate' her daughter.
Its not the mother who needs
counseling: its the daughter The
daughter has been verbally abused
-ern her frfe. Now that shr r: beginning to realize how much she has
been injured, she needs to seek professional help from someone who
,1.•, -rd children and

_
sedults,
Don't try to make her mother
happy It can't he done. Make the
daughter happy through a change
in her self-image and attitude
toward herself. Tell her to seek out
and attend a self-help group of
abused adult children. She'll find
her story is very common and there
is a way out.
Someday, maybe, if her mother
sees that all of her abuse is not getting her anywhere. the mother will
seek help for herself. I doubt it,
t hough.because.this-kind of abusive
behavior is an addiction, and you
know how difficult it is to change an
addict unless she wants to change.
ERV IN MINNEAPOLIS

William H. Rodgers and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Hale, Feb.
8.
Thirty years ago
Edgar L.(Red) Howe has been
named chairman of Murray.
Calloway County Airport Board.
He replaces Robert Wyman who
has moved to Montreal, Canada.
William D. Thomas, 19. Murray State College student, died of
injuries sustained in a car-truck
accident that occurred Feb. 15 at
the intersection of South 12th
Street and Glendale Road.
Murray.
Births reponed include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Max H. Churchill Jr., Feb. 7.
Phillip Sparks presented a
musical program at the
Sweetheart Dinner held by Sigma
Department of Murray Woman's
Club on Feb. 10. Mrs. Bethel
Richardson was mistress of

DEAR ERA': I received more
Sheen a few thought-provoking
letters from readers who disagreed with my answer. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY I have read your
column for many years. This is the
first time I have felt the need to
write. In my opinion, your answer
tee -Depressed Daughter was out of
I. too, have a negative. angry and
depressed mother. She is angry
ahead her life choices. hut has not
done alcYlhing Ile help change the
situation.
For many years, my sister and I
have tried he help her. We have

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DEAR ERV, LEARNING TO
LET GO,AND READERS: We all
approach problem-solving from
our own perspective, repeating
those techniques that work for
us. Obviously. the themes of forgiveness and trying to help others are patterns that I havefound rewarding. If they do not
work, and people find themselves locked into relationships
that are unrewarding and
unhealthy — the name for that
is "co-dependency" — changes
are in order.
There is an international selfhelp group dedicated to this
problem: Co-Dependents Anonymous. a fellowship of men.
women and teens whose common problem is an inability to
maintain functional relationships: its members desire
healthy, fulfilling relationships
with others and themselves.
They follow a I2-step program
adapted from AA. For information on a group near you, write
to P.O. Box 33577, Phoenix, Ariz.
85067-3577. Include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $1 for materials.

DR. GOTT

gone too far,
and Wally was finally booted off the hill

By Peter II. Gott, M.D.
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Alan&

dont, the. things you have suggested
to "Depressed Daughter," without
succes.s. Our frustration has cn.eited
migraine headache's and colon
spasms for us. Our mother is 75, so
we have been at this for a long time.
Please tell -Depressed Daughterto let gee with love. It is not her
responsibility to fix her mother We
cannot change' other people. We can
only change ourselves. Love, acceptance. forgive‘neirs and letting gee of
the responsibility for her mother is
the hest advice you can give this
daughter.1 listen Liu my mother, but
know I can't fix her. I can love her,
but I can't change her. Only she can
do that for herself - if she wants

This time, his practical jokes had

Lep. Rex
also said
c against
Id allow

4194

ceremonies.
Forty years ago
Calloway Manufacturing Co
will have open house from 9 a.rn
to 3 p.m. on Feb. 19. Robert F
Hayes is president of the parent
company. Al Quintet is superintendent and Paul Gliolson is personnel manager of the local plant
The store and home of Winfred
James at Pottertown were
destroyed by fire Just before noon
today.
Seniors of various high schools
were guests of Murray Rotary
Club at its meeting at Murray
Woman's Club House. They also
were taken on a tour of industries
in the city. Seniors were Dale
Outland of New Concord, Dick
Charles of Murray High, Richard
Adams of Kirkscy, Joe Jackson
of Almo, Fred Gardner of Murray
Training, and Larry Pritchard ol
Lynn Grove.
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DEAR DR. Gorr I have a continu
al tune going through my head, which
accompany at times with the clack
ing of my teeth to the rhythm It-an
consciously change a song to another
at will, but I cannot stop a song from
running through my mind at all times
I can control myself so that Ili hers do
not realize I have a problem. but I'd
like to improve the quality of my life
DEAR READER: This is a surpris
ingly common complaint that affects
many people for short periods
especially after the conclusion of a
concert or other =steal entertain
ment.
My neurologist consultant tells in,

that a consistent symptom such a,
yours is often the result of an obses
sive neurosis, meaning that it may
have an emotional basis that should
he addressed by an appropriate men
tal health professional.
Nonetheless, I hasten to add that
some types of seizures may cause
rare and bizarre symptoms Thus. I
urge you to be examined by your doc
tor and, if indicated, a neurologist In
my view, you need blood tests. a CT
scan and a brain wave test to rule. out
a serious physical disorder
DEAR DR.(;OTT Please explain
androgenic disorders, their effects,
treatments and side effects Fm a 15
year-old black female who has not yet
experienced a menstrual period
DEAR READER All men and
women produce both male and female
hormones in their bodies Obviously,
In men, the effects of testosterone are
paramount. these include hirsutism
(hairiness), deep voice. increased
muscle mass, baldness, decreased
breast size and the predictable effects
on the genitals 'In women, the effects
of estrogen are more pronounced and
include hairlessness, breast enlarge
ment, menstruation and other female
characteristics
Occasionally, women may develop
male characteristics, such as
increased facial and body hair hear
ler muscles, acne, loss of breast ti"
sue, cessation of menstruation and
increased sexual urge Called vinliz.i
lion. this condition may be caused by
various types of tumors, malfunction
of the adrenal glands, or a primar\
disease of the ovaries, called polyc',•
tic ovary syndrome
Although the treatment of vinliza
lion 'androgenic disorders' varies,
depending on cause, the symptoms
are *ate similar
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DEATHS
Festus Futrell, 88, RL 3, Murray, died today at 6 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital_
A member of Elm Grove Baptist Church, he had retired from Ford
Motor Company of Michigan.
His wife, Mrs. Erie Opal Futrell, died in 1982. One brother, Alvin
Futrell, also preceded him in death. Born June 27, 1905, he was the
son of the late Wallice Futrell and Mary E. Holsapple Futrell.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Outland and husband, Charles, Rt. 3, Murray, and Mrs. Sue Cheaney, Rt. 3, Murray; a
sister-in-law, Mrs_ Zella Futrell, Britthaven Nursing Home, Murray:
five grandchildren, Mrs. Gail Blalock, Mrs. Clara Wheeler and husband, Craig, Mrs. Janice Strode and Mrs. Dons Stowers and husband,
David, all of Murray, and Terry Outland and wife. Donna. Michigan:
10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. David Brasher will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Friday.

Bobby J. Scott
Funeral rites for Bobby J. Scott were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. Kenneth Hoover and
Gene Gilliland officiated. Burial was in Benton Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Marshall County Hospital Auxiliary or the Benton Church of Christ
Scholarship Fund.
Mr. Scott, 58, Bcnton, died Monday at 2 p.m. at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Geraldine Wyatt Scott; one stepdaughter, Cindy Rcnae Yates, Knoxville, Tenn.; two stepsons, Richard
Henson, Hickman, and Solon Michael Henson, Murray; his mother,
Mrs. Georgia Scott, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Betty Burch, Paducah,
and Mrs. Joy Edwards, Texas; three brothers, Charles Scott, Memphis,
Tenn., Howard Scott, Louisville, and Richard Scott, Paducah; 10
grandchildren.

Hollis F. Hale
The funeral for Hollis F. Hale will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. William B. Miller and the
Rev. Richard Denton will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Hale, 78, Rt. 8, Murray, died Wednesday at 6:50 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was member of Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church and was a veteran of World War II.
Born Aug. 17, 1915, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Harley Hale and Flora Hale.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Maude Williams Hale; one daughter, Mrs. Wilma Edmonds and husband, Richard, Rt. 2, Murray; four
sisters, Mrs. Velda Bucy and husband, Hawley, Rt. 1, Hazel, and Mrs.
Kathleen Smith and husband, Joe, Mrs. Daisy Billington, and Mrs.
Inez Harmon and husband, Roy, all of Murray; two brothers, Alvin
Hale and wife, Lucille, Rt. 1, Dexter, and Jess Hale, Rt. 2, Hazel: a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Alma Adams, Rt. 1, Dexter; two granddaughters,
Angie Miller and Tammy Thompson and husband, Jay; one greatgranddaughter, Allison Nicole Thompson.

Mrs. Maurine E. Swann Geibel
Graveside services for Mrs. Maurine E. Swann Geibel were today at
10:30 a.m, at the Swann Mausoleum at Murray City Cemetery. Dr.
Jerry Jeffords officiated.
Pallbearers were Buddy Valentine, Brad Barber, Buddy Farris,
Tommy Sanders, Joe Hal Spann and Curtis Bucy. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Geibel, 80, Clearwater Beach, Fla., formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Bell Eair East Health Care Facility at Clearwater Beach.
She had worked for the Army Corps of Engineers in Brazil and had
also been an assistant to former Kentucky Governor A.B. Chandler
working in Frankfort and in Washington. D.C., while he was baseball
commissioner.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Bill Swann; her second husband, Henry Cecil Geibel; and three brothers, William, Ed,
and B.F. Edrington.
Born Sept. 8, 1913, at Bardwell, she was the daughter of the late
Ben and Bell Edrington.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mary Warren Sanders and
husband, Steve, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Delano Waldrop, and one
niece, Mrs. Clara Humphrey, Murray; a great-niece, Ann Griffin, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; one grandson, William C. Sanders.

Mrs. Clara Jewel Waters
Final rites for Mrs. Clara Jewel Waters are today at I p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. A.W. Landis is officiating. Kelley Ramage is soloist.
Pallbearers are Hafford Cook, Steve Beiber, Van Waters, Walter
Farris, Jason Ramage and Eric Beiber. Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Waters, 89, Poplar Street, Murray, Monday at 1:55 p.m. at the
Life Care Center, Jonesboro, Ill.

Mrs. Genetta Harrison
Funeral rites for Mrs. Genetta Harrison are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks and Jeff Wyatt
are officiating.
Buriai will follow in Horn Cemetery at Olive in Marshall County.
Mrs. Harrison, 96, Rt. 1, Hardin, died Tuesday at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
The widow of Gus Harrison, she was the oldest living member of
Hardin Church of Christ. She was the daughter of the late Robert Kelley and Ella Mathis Kelley.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ruby Nell Hutchins, and one
son. Joe Damon Harrison, both of Hardin: two granddaughters, Diana
Guthrie and Linda Wyatt, Hardin; two grandsons, Joe B. Harrison and
Ken Harrison, Benton; five great-grandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Ruth A. Muskgrow
Services for Mrs. Ruth A. Muskgrow will be tonight (Thursday) at
7 p.m. at Lake-Land Apostolic Church, Murray. The Rev, James H.
Cain will officiate.
Burial rites will be Friday at 10 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery with
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah in charge of arrangements.
Friends may call after 3 p.m. today (Thursday) at the church in
Murray where special visitation will be from 6 to 7 p.m. Thursday.
Mrs. Muskgrow, 55, West Main Street, Murray, died Sunday at 5:35
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Sam Muskgrow; three daughters,
Mrs. Galyle C. McClure, Chicago, Ill., Mrs. Renee R. Chapman. Milwaukee, Wis., and Ms. Erica Muskgrow, Murray; one son, Keith
Muskgrow, Paducah; II grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; three
great-great-grandchildren.

Udell (Buck) Free

Cecil Edward Dunlap

Festus Futrell

Cecil Edward Dunlap, 37, Rt. I, Hazel, died Tuesday at 9:21 am. at
Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
A carpenter, he was born Nov. 22, 1956. in Chicago, Ill.
Preceding him in death were his father, Paul Edward Dunlap. and
one sister, Mrs. Jackie Dunlap Kingins.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marsha Underwood Dunlap, to
whom he was married on Oct. 25, 1974; one daughter. Taylor Dunlap.
and one son, Rodney Dunlap, Rt. I, Hazel; his mother, Mrs. Alvena
Taylor Dunlap, Rt. 4, Murray; three brothers, Paul Dunlap and wife.
Mary, Fort Belvoir, Va., and Dale Dunlap and wife, Carolyn. and
Randy Dunlap, Rt. 2, Hazel; his mother-in-law, Mrs. Hazel Underwood, Rt. I, Hazel.
Graveside services will be Friday at 11 a.m. at New- Providence
Cemetery. The Rev. Joe Pat Lee will officiate.
Friends may call at Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home frotn 5 to
p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Ardyce Elaine Brandon
Services for Mrs. Ardyce Elaine Brandon were Feb. 3 at McNearnes Family Mortuary, Rialto, Calif.
Committal service was at Riverside National Cemetery there.
Mrs. Brandon, 69, Rialto, died Tuesday. Feb. 1, at her home.
Born in Minden, Neb., she had resided in Rialto for 30 years. She
was a member of the Offer's Wives Club at Norton Air Force Base
and Riato United Methodist Church.
Survivors include her husband, Lt. Col. Harold E. Brandon, Rialto;
two daughters, Mrs. Sandi Krivanck, Palm Desert, Calif., and Mrs.
Kim Baker, Highland, Calif.; one son, Randy Brandon, Euless, Texas:
two grandchildren.
Local survivors include two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Pat Miles and husband, Jean, and Mrs. Ila Dunn: and two brothers-in-law, Keith Brandon and wife, Flaiel, and Jesse Brandon and wife, Ruhye.

HOG MARKET

Udell (Buck) Free. 70, Madisonville, died Sunday at 9:28 p.m. in
Ocala, Fla.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a member of Liberty
Missionary Baptist Church and the American Legion. He was past
president of West Kentucky Watchmakers Guild. He was the son 01
the late Dewey Free and Effie Youngblood Free.
SUf% vors include his wife, Mrs. Reba Richardson Free: two daughters, Mrs. Brenda Proctor. Paducah, and Mrs. Pamelia Wheeler,
Ormond Beach, Fla.: two sons, Steve Free and Flint Free, Cadiz:
seven grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are five sisters. Mrs. Josephine Patton, New Port
Richey, Fla., Mrs. Lillian Lawrence and Mrs. Rebecca Shaw, Kirksey,
Mrs. Geraldine Anderson, Benton. and Mrs. Martha Belcher, Murray;
five brothers, James T. Free and Joe Free. Benton, Euel Ray Free.
Pierson, Mich., Donald Free, Coral Gables, Fla., and Scotty Eugene
Free, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at II a.m, in the chapel of Harris Funeral
Home, Madisonville.
Graveside rites will be Friday at 3 p.m. at Mount Carmel Cemetery
in Calloway County. The Res. Daniel Knight and the Rev. Doyle
Eddings will officiate.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
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Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
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Be Sure & Visit
Us at the Home
Show this Fri.,
Sat & Sun.

Huge Selection of

LAMPS
Your Choice
In House Inventory or Custom Order
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Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
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% Guaranteed
For One Year'
No Annual Fees!
Guaranteed Retuni of Principal!
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Large Selection
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Brand Name Bedding Beginning...

Twin Set...5159 • Full Set...5199 • Queen Set...5259
* NEW *
Introductory Specials

SPECIALTY GIFT ITEMS
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AREA RUGS
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Custom Colors • Custom Sizes
• Premium Quality Braided Rugs
• Genuine Imported Oriental Rugs
• Bob Timberlake Designer Area Rugs
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OFF
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FURNITURE,INC.
103 South 3rd • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
Flours: 8-5 Mon.-Sat.
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